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Publish a Natural Awakenings 
Magazine in Your Community
Share Your Vision and Make a Difference

• Meaningful New Career
• Low Initial Investment
• Proven Business System
• Home Based Business
• Exceptional Franchise 

Support & Training

As a Natural Awakenings publisher, you can enjoy learning 
about healthy and joyous living while working from your 
home and earn a good income doing something you love!

No publishing experience is necessary. You’ll work for 
yourself but not by yourself. We offer a complete training 
and support system that allows you to successfully 
publish your own magazine. 

Natural Awakenings recently won the prestigious FBR50 
Franchise Satisfaction Award from Franchise Business 
Review. To learn more visit: franchisebusinessreview.com

Natural Awakenings is now expanding 
into new markets across the U.S. Contact 

us about starting a magazine in your 
community or you may wish to purchase one 

of our existing publications (see below).
Natural Awakenings publishes in over 95 
markets across the U.S. and Puerto Rico. 

•	 Birmingham,	AL*
•	 Huntsville,	AL
•	 Mobile/Baldwin,	AL*
•	 Little	Rock/

Hot	Spgs.,	AR*
•	 Phoenix,	AZ*
•	 Tucson,	AZ
•	 East	Bay	Area,	CA
•	 San	Diego,	CA
•	 Denver/Boulder,	CO
•	 Fairfield	County,	CT
•	 Hartford,	CT
•	 New	Haven/

Middlesex,	CT
•	 Washington,	DC
•	 Daytona/Volusia/

Flagler,	FL
•	 NW	FL	Emerald	

Coast
•	 Ft.	Lauderdale,	FL
•	 Jacksonville/

St.	Augustine,	FL
•	 Melbourne/Vero,	FL
•	 Miami	&	the

Florida	Keys*
•	 Naples/Ft.	Myers,	FL
•	 North	Central	FL*
•	 Orlando,	FL*
•	 Palm	Beach,	FL
•	 Peace	River,	FL
•	 Sarasota,	FL
•	 Tampa/St.	Pete.,	FL
•	 FL’s	Treasure	Coast
•	 Atlanta,	GA
•	 Hawaiian	Islands
•	 Chicago,	IL
•	 Indianapolis,	IN
•	 Baton	Rouge,	LA
•	 Lafayette,	LA
•	 New	Orleans,	LA
•	 Portland,	ME
•	 Boston,	MA
•	 Ann	Arbor,	MI
•	 East	Michigan
•	 Wayne	County,	MI
•	 Western	MI
•	 Minneapolis/

St.	Paul,	MN
•	 Asheville,	NC*
•	 Charlotte,	NC
•	 Lake	Norman,	NC
•	 Triangle,	NC
•	 Central,	NJ
•	 Hudson	County,	NJ*
•	 Mercer	County,	NJ

•	 Monmouth/
Ocean,	NJ

•	 North	NJ*
•	 North	Central	NJ
•	 South	NJ*
•	 Santa	Fe/Abq.,	NM
•	 Las	Vegas,	NV
•	 Albany,	NY
•	 Buffalo,	NY
•	 Central	NY
•	 Long	Island,	NY
•	 Manhattan,	NY
•	 Queens,	NY
•	 Rochester,	NY
•	 Rockland/

Orange,	NY
•	 Westchester/

Putnam	Co’s.,	NY
•	 Central	OH
•		 Cincinnati,	OH
•	 Toledo,	OH
•	 Oklahoma	City,	OK
•	 Portland,	OR*
•	 	Bucks/Montgomery	

Counties,	PA*
•	 Harrisburg/York,	PA
•	 Lancaster,	PA
•	 Lehigh	Valley,	PA
•	 Pocono,	PA/

Warren	Co.,	NJ
	 Scranton/

Wilkes-Barre,	PA
•	 Rhode	Island
•	 Charleston,	SC
•	 Columbia,	SC
•	 Grand	Strand,	SC*
•	 Greenville,	SC
•	 Chattanooga,	TN
•	 Knoxville,	TN
•	 Memphis,	TN
•	 Austin,	TX
•	 Dallas	Metroplex,	TX
•	 Dallas/FW	Metro	N
•	 Galveston,	TX
•	 Houston,	TX
•	 San	Antonio,	TX
•	 Richmond,	VA
•	 VA’s	Blue	Ridge
•	 Seattle,	WA
•	 Madison,	WI
•	 Milwaukee,	WI
•	 Puerto	Rico

*Existing	magazines	
											for	sale

To determine if owning a Natural 
Awakenings is right for you and 
your target community, call us at:

239-530-1377 or visit
NaturalAwakeningsMag.com/mymagazine
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One of my fondest childhood television memories is the scene from
A Charlie Brown Christmas when the kids search for a Christmas tree 
for the school play. Lucy wants to opt for a more commercial holiday 
representation with “a great, big, shiny, aluminum tree,” while Char-
lie Brown discovers a puny looking sapling, standing only a couple 
of feet tall, that they find pushed to the side of the lot. Sweet Linus 
embraces the sad little tree and gingerly wraps his most beloved pos-
session, his blanket, around the base. The part where my heart melts, 
no matter how many times I see it, is when Linus muses, “I never 
thought it was such a bad little tree. It’s not bad at all, really.
Maybe it just needs a little love.”
 Maybe it just needs a little love. Haven’t we all been there? It 
may not be our finest hour, for whatever the reason. We are feeling low, 
discouraged, sad, stuck, scared or even ashamed. In that moment, and 
especially our most hopeless hours, what is needed most? We may think 
what is missing and will resolve our troubles are the tangibles like more 
money, more time, more whatever ... but is it really?
 Is there any situation, or person for that matter, that would not 
be improved by receiving and giving more love?
 Love is the single most powerful universal human experience. 
It can shift our healing and provide wellness in positive ways that 
are immeasurable by science. Without it, life can feel isolating and 
incomplete. Love can be present and potent even in the smallest of 
kindnesses. It has the ability to completely change our perception, 
transform us and create miracles.
 So, when you encounter a challenging situation or difficult 
person, remember Charlie Brown’s Christmas tree. Maybe they just 
need a little love. We all do.
     
     Happy Heart Month,

“Love is the essential  
existential fact.

It is our ultimate reality
and our purpose on earth.

To be consciously aware of it,
to experience love  

in ourselves and others,
is the meaning of life.”

~ Marianne Williamson,  
A Return to Love
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newsbriefs
Become a Certified Tai Chi Instructor

The Empower Life Center is offering 
a Tai Chi certification course that 

will qualify participants to safely and ef-
fectively teach Tai Chi in various health 
and wellness settings. The program has 
a foundation entry level and nine levels 
of certification based on an authentic 
lineage of Tai Chi transmission that will 
allow students to teach Tai Chi while 
continuing to deepen their practice. 
 The certification course is under 
under the guidance of 20th generation 
Chen Tai Chi instructor Lao Shi Camilo 
Sanchez, L. Ac, MOM, direct indoor-
disciple under 19th generation Tai Chi 

master Zhang Xue Xin of Beijing. 
 Tai Chi is a traditional Chinese health and fitness exercise and internal martial art 
that includes four areas of practice: health and fitness, Qigong or developing internal life 
energy, self-defense skills and mind-body wellness. This course includes comprehensive 
Tai Chi instruction and effective methodology for learning and teaching Tai Chi.
 
The course begins March 14 and classes will be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
from 6:30-7:45 pm and one Saturday morning per month. Info: 704-542-8088 or 
EmpowerLifeCenter.com.

Lao Shi Camilo Sanchez, L. Ac, MOM

SHIFT Charlotte 2015
Holistic and Alternative Expo

SHIFT Charlotte, the largest Charlotte 
event dedicated solely to health, 

well-being and a more natural and em-
powered way of living, will take place 
March 13-14.  For six years the event 
has provided an inspirational weekend 
of holistic, alternative and integrative 
learning, sharing and community.   
 Friday night will offer three rounds 
of lectures with local teachers Brandon 
Mahaffey, Jude Johnson, Katie Mattson, 
Dr. Leang Eap, Linda Backes, Marion 
Ross, Maureen Mischinski, Ruthi Cohen 
Joyner, Shannon Carney, and Tracy Latz.
 The full day expo on Saturday offers 
eight classes led by teachers who were se-
lected for their interesting and innovative 
topics and include Christine Lang, Gina 
Spriggs, Kristen Oliver, David Hulse, Lynn 
Lyon, Bill Mahoney and Alicia Roskind
 Visitors can also experience a unique 
vendor expo with over 80 inspirational 
exhibits including individual readers, prac-
titioners and psychics available for personal 
sessions and an incredible assortment of the 
latest holistic, metaphysical and alternative 
products and services. Crystals, body care 
products, aromatherapy, clothing, jewelry, 
books, and art will be available. 

SHIFT Charlotte will take place March 13 
from 7-9:30pm and March 14 from 9am-
5pm. Info:ShiftCharlotte.com.

Small Business Workshop:  
How to find success online

A workshop to help get small busi-
nesses set up online will take place 

at The Nook February 28. This 2-hour 
class will introduce participants to the 
ins and outs of creating a blog using 
keywords with the greatest market 
impact and the benefits of social media. 
This course is designed for the small 
business entrepreneur to have every tool 
available to begin marketing at no cost.
 Marketing expert Kathleen Al-
dum, who works with clients worldwide, 
will patiently guide participants through 
this media journey with hands-on ex-
perience and videos. On-going, ninety-

minute weekly classes will follow this introductory course for those who wish to 
pursue more marketing knowledge. 

The Nook is located at 19621 West Catawba Avenue in Cornelius. There is free WIFI, 
please bring laptop or tablet for hands-on, experiential work throughout the training 
session. Info: 704-896-3111.
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Good Vibrations
Meditative Sound Journey 

Be bathed in the high frequency vibra-
tion of Tibetan singing bowls, Native 

American drumming and didgeridoo in 
a concert specifically tuned to resonate 
with the human system. Local musicians 
Zach McNabb, Andrew Van Blarcom, 
Robbie Warren and Trai Hill will of-
fer these sacred sounds as a powerful 
medium that can support the clearing of 
stagnant energy and balance the system 
for greater health and vitality.
 There is nothing for participants to do ex-
cept relax and let the thinking mind go. Bring 
a yoga mat, pillows, blankets or anything else 
to be comfortable for this sound journey.

The event takes place February 6 at The 
Yoga Oasis from 7:30-9pm and costs $25. 
Registration required: TheYogaOasis.com.

Experience Kirtan: 
Music for Fun and Devotion

Join Elizabeth Dickinson for a monthly 
celebration of yoga of the heart known 

as bhakti yoga, which involves singing/
chanting and playing music. The call and 
response style of kirtan is easy to follow 
and can be deeply transformative and 
heart-opening. Using ancient Sanskrit 
mantras, the kirtan calls upon sacred 
energies which serve to quiet the mind, 
remove obstacles and bring participants 
back to their center of being. Bring drums 
or other percussion instruments and join 
a community effort to raise vibration.

The kirtan is open to all and will be held Feb-
ruary 14 from 7-8:15pm at Be Yoga Carmel. 
Cost is $16. Info: BeYogaAndWellness.com.
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newsbriefs

CelticStar Elemental Series
Understanding the relationship between the earth and ourselves

The CelticStar Elemental Series, offered by Amanda 
J. Todd, PhD, begins February 28th. This series aims 

to help participants find inspiration and clarity with the 
elements, connect to their own inner landscapes, weave 
together their hearts and minds and merge their gifts in 
service to the world.
 The focus is on the seven elements: Fire, Air, Water, Stone, 
Plant, Animal, and Human over a seven-month time period 
with each month focusing on a different element. Students 

may elect to attend only certain element classes; or they may complete the entire 
series, which serves as a personal, experiential mystery school.
 The seven elements are found within the Hawaiian Shamanic tradition (Huna). 
Celtic beliefs and other shamanic perspectives will also be weaved into each class. To 
further help students connect to the elements, classes may include breathing exercises, 
meditations, movement, the making of power tools, Hawaiian Chants, and Celtic Songs. 
 “The classes are designed, even within an urban environment, to help students 
develop a deeper appreciation, understanding, and relationship with the earth and 
themselves. The elements often reflect patterns and messages on many levels and 
are here to assist in the co-creation of a heart-centered life and world,” says Todd. 

For class descriptions, dates, and registration information, visit AmandaToddPHD.
com or call 336-337-0223.

Charlotte Folk Society 
Hosts Bluesman Scott 
Ainslie in Concert

Scott Ainslie is a traditional acoustic 
blues singer, guitarist, historian, and 

songwriter with personal roots in the 
Civil Rights era and a great affection for 
cross-cultural exchange.  
     On February 13th the Charlotte 
Folk Society will host Ainslie for a 
performance that will focus on North 
Carolina blues traditions, both African 
American and European American.
 As well as his national steel guitar, 
Ainslie will play instruments from ear-
lier days, such as the Didley Bow and a 
predecessor of today’s banjo. 
 A musician all his life, Ainslie took 
up guitar at age 15 and has studied with 
elder musicians on both sides of the 
color line – in the old-time Southern 
Appalachian fiddle and banjo traditions, 
as well as with black gospel and blues 
musicians.
 Monthly second-Friday Charlotte 
Folk Society Gatherings are family-
friendly and free; donations are appreci-
ated and essential to holding gatherings 
in the Great Aunt Stella Center. 

Info: FolkSociety.org. The concert 
begins at 7:30. Refreshments, a song 
circle, jam sessions, and an Appalachian 
dulcimer group follow the hour-long 
concert.

Bluesman Scott Ainslie

Cupid’s Cup 5K Run & Fitness Walk

Give a gift from your heart this Valentine’s Day and participate in the Cupid’s 
Cup 5K Run & Fitness Walk. Proceeds will benefit the Carolinas HealthCare 

System cardiac rehab programs at Carolinas Medical Center, CMC-Pineville and 
CMC-Union. Cardiovascular disease is one of the leading causes of death in 
America today, claiming the lives of nearly one million men and women each 
year. This disease also accounts for almost six million hospitalizations annually. 

Info: GiveCarolinas.org/events. The event is held February 14th. The 5K starts at 8am 
and the walk at 8:15.
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healthbriefs

Satisfaction with Friendship  
is Hard to Come By

A study conducted by Edge Research and 
Sea Change Strategies found that less than 

a quarter of Americans are fully satisfied with 
their friendships, and almost two-thirds lack 
confidence in even their closest friends. Seniors 
(70 and over) and millennials/Gen Ys (16 to 34) 
are more likely to be extremely satisfied than 
Gen X-ers (35 to 49) or baby boomers (50 to 
69), indicating the existence of a midlife friend-
ship slump.

The research was based on a self-reported survey of 1,016 Americans ages 
16 and up. Across all demographics, people that report they have more close 
friends feel happier and are more fulfilled than those that say they have few or no 
friends. The majority also prefer deeper friendships with fewer friends over just 
having more friends. Qualities that most people look for in friends are loyalty, 
honesty, goodness and reliability in a crisis. Among the attributes considered least 
important are similar political or religious views and physical attractiveness, which 
ranked last.

The use of social media appears unrelated to the number or quality of friend-
ships or overall friendship satisfaction. People that attend religious services at least 
once a week are twice as likely to be completely satisfied with their friendships 
than those that rarely or never attend such services.

The researchers concluded, “Those seeking more fulfillment from their friend-
ships should invest disproportionate time and energy in the relationships they 
consider close.”

Marriage is Good for the Heart
Research from the New York University 

School of Medicine found that married 
people have significantly less cardiovascular 
disease (CVD) than those that are divorced, 
widowed or otherwise single. The study used 
data on the rates of CVD from the health sur-
veys of more than 3.5 million men and women 
collected at 20,000 U.S. medical centers.  

Married people under 50 had 12 percent 
lower incidence of heart disease than single 
people. Married couples between 51 and 60 
years old had a 7 percent lower risk, while 
those over 60 had a 4 percent lower risk.

The results were presented at the 2014 
scientific sessions of the American College of 
Cardiology. Researcher and cardiologist Jeffrey Berger recommends that doctors 
show increased diligence for single patients: “If one of my patients is recently 
widowed or divorced, I’m increasingly vigilant about examining them for signs 
of any type of cardiovascular disease and depression,” he says.

LARGE STUDY  
EXPANDS VIEW OF 
SODIUM INTAKE 
Dietary Guidelines for Ameri-

cans, published by the Office 
of Disease Prevention and Health 
Promotion, recommends that people 
50 years old and younger keep their 
sodium intake lower than 2,300 
milligrams (mg) per day, while those 
over 50 keep sodium ingestion below 
1,500 mg. However, a large inter-
national study recently published in 
the New England Journal of Medicine 
reveals a different story.

Measuring levels of sodium and 
potassium excreted in the urine of 
101,945 people between 35 and 70 
years old from 17 low, middle and 
high-income countries, Canadian 
scientists found that consuming less 
than 3,000 mg of sodium per day was 
associated with a 77 percent in-
creased risk of death from cardiovas-
cular disease. Consuming between 
3,000 and 6,000 mg of sodium daily 
was linked to lower risks of both 
cardiovascular disease and earlier 
mortality, while consuming more 
than 7,000 mg daily was associated 
with a 54 percent increased risk of 
death from cardiovascular disease.

The researchers added that cur-
rent guidelines for sodium consump-
tion have been based upon shorter 
studies that showed only modest 
results. They also determined that 
daily consumption of 1,500-plus mg 
of potassium related to a significantly 
reduced risk of cardiovascular dis-
ease and earlier mortality. Consum-
ing less than 1,500 mg was linked to 
increased risk.
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Calcium and Vitamin D May  
Help Prevent Dental Decay
A study from Argentina’s Buenos Aires 

University has linked dental caries 
to low levels of calcium and vitamin 
D. Dental status and caries risk were 
assessed by determining the number of 
decayed, missing and filled teeth, the 
amount of plaque and the sugar intake 
of 106 women of the average age of 24.

Calcium levels were deficient 
among nearly 60 percent of the women, 
70 percent had low blood levels of vita-
min D, 72 percent consumed soft drinks 
daily and all of them presented gingivitis 
(gum disease). The third with the highest 
caries scores and decayed or missing teeth had significantly lower calcium intake 
and vitamin D levels and significantly higher intake of protein and soft drinks, plus 
significantly higher plaque and sugar intake compared with the rest of the women.

The researchers concluded that low calcium intake is associated with a high 
risk of dental caries and a greater severity of oral disease. “Adequate nutritional 
status of calcium and vitamin D could be an additional factor that may help pre-
serve good oral health,” they state.

Mind-Body Therapies Stimulate 
the Immune System

A large statistical analysis of multiple studies 
on body-mind therapies such as medita-

tion, tai chi, qigong and yoga found that the 
practices effectively reduce inflammation and 
show promise in modulating the immune sys-
tem. Scientists at the Tufts University School of 
Medicine analyzed the results of 34 controlled 
scientific studies that collectively assessed 
2,219 people.
 Each study involved the use of at least 
one mind-body practice for between seven 
and 16 weeks and measured immune system 

health using multiple biological markers. Eighteen of the studies specifically exam-
ined inflammation factors, while seven evaluated antiviral-related immunity. Nine 
of the studies measured C-reactive protein (CRP) levels—an indicator of cardiovas-
cular-related inflammation.

The analysis revealed that mind-body therapies reduced CRP levels in sub-
jects with high risk factors for cancer, diabetes, depression and cardiovascular 
disease. The scientists added that some of the research suggested that mind-body 
therapy may also increase immunity against viral infections.

February is National Children’s Dental Health Month
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healthbriefs

A Healthy Approach to 
Intestinal Maintenance

Small intestinal bacterial overgrowth 
(SIBO) is a condition in which too many 

and the wrong kinds of bacteria inhabit the 
small intestine, or small bowel, usually due 
to another condition that interferes with nor-
mal intestinal activity. Bacteria are allowed 
to stay overlong and multiply or even spread 
backward from the colon into the small in-
testine. The results may include constipation, 
bloating, abdominal pain, fatigue and even 
anemia, because iron and vitamin B12 are 
absorbed here.

Allopathic medicine usually kills off 
the overgrowth with antibiotics that tend to 
stay in the intestinal tract. The small intestine 
is then reseeded with healthy probiotics to 
establish the proper balance of gut bacteria 
essential to the absorption of nutrients and the 

production of some natural vitamins.
Steven Frank, founder of Nature’s Rite, advises that as a more natural 

alternative, some naturopathic practitioners are using an enhanced aqueous 
silver colloid to kill off the overgrowth before reseeding. According to the En-
cyclopedia of Herbal Medicine, after using either technique, it helps to ingest 
herbs such as plantain, licorice, marshmallow and slippery elm bark, as well 
as aloe, to heal the damage.

For more information, call 888-465-4404 or visit NaturesRiteRemedies.com. 

Forward Leap
Batteries that Last 1,000 Years 

A group of Swedish researchers has discovered an uncon-
ventional way to give new life to rechargeable lithium-ion 
batteries, which power everything from iPhones to electric 
cars, using pine resin and alfalfa seeds. The researchers 
plan to take up to two years to improve the chemistry of 
the product, and claim that the recycled batteries could 

last up to 1,000 years, according to researcher David Brandell. 
It has been estimated that demand for the batteries from automobile manufac-

turers could explode up to 400 percent in the next six years. The researchers see 
the technology as a global antidote to current methods for recycling manufactured 
Li-ion batteries that are energy-intensive and require toxic materials to manufacture.

Source: EnvironmentGuru.com
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HEIGHTEN YOUR AWARENESS FIND YOUR TRUE CALLINGTHE NOOK

THE NOOK
704.896.3111

19621 W. Catawba Ave
Cornelius, NC 28031

KentCookInstitute.com

Join the Nookster Society for 
Unlimited Classes!

Meditation
Shamanism
Kabbalah 
Akashic Records
Spiritual Healing 
Ancient Mysticism
Astral Exploration
Automatic Writing 
Past Life Regression
Spiritual Counseling
& much more!

Enjoy Metaphysical Training  
at an Accredited Institute

Two-year diploma programs: 
Certified Spiritual Healer • Esoteric Philosophy

Certified Astrologer • Certified Medium

Shorter certification courses:
Spiritual House and Property Cleansing Certi�cation   
Certified Tarot Reader • Certified Reiki Practitioner   

Certi�ed Authority in Crystals and Stones   
Certified Palmist • Certified Numerologist

Nookster 
starting  

at $39.95  
a month!

Come see our divinely unique gift shoppe!                      Scholarships available for qualifying students 

Explore Your Vast Potential 
With Our Many Services

Looking for  
something fun  
& fascinating?  

Try our  
Psychic Parties!

Coming To The Nook:
March 10-14, 2015 
Universal Fellow, 

Rev. Nancy Joseph. 
Trance Mediumship Instruction.  

April 28 - 30, 2015 
International Instructor, 

Rev. Candace Smith. 
Advanced Esoteric Numerology 

Training.
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globalbriefs
News and resources to inspire concerned citizens to work together 
in building a healthier, stronger society that benefits all. 

Potent Promises
Climate Change Pledges Predict Progress

President Obama and Chinese President 
Xi Jinping have both made ambitious 
pledges to combat climate change. Jin-
ping pledged that China’s CO2 emissions 
would peak around 2030; the first time 
that Beijing has set such a target. Obama 
promised that by 2025, the U.S. will 
have reduced its emissions by 23 to 26 
percent from 2005 levels, twice as much 
as Washington had previously offered.

The carbon emission deal that has been reached between China and the 
United States is a promising breakthrough. The world’s biggest economies account 
for one-third of the planet’s emissions, so their initiative should help persuade 
other countries to reach a global emissions agreement at a United Nations climate 
summit next year in Paris.

President Obama faces opposition in the Republican-controlled Congress, 
although aides say he can act unilaterally. Moreover, rapidly evolving energy 
conditions in the United States, from the increased supply of natural gas to the 
expansion of renewable energies, will ease the pain of carbon cuts.

European Eco-Cooperation
Linking Oceans and Human Health 
EurOcean 2014, convened by the Italian 
Presidency of the Council of the Europe-
an Union, the European Marine Board, 
the European Commission and three 
Italian partner institutions—the National 
Research Council, National Inter-univer-
sity Consortium for Ocean Science and 
the National Institute of Oceanography 
and Experimental Geophysics—has 
issued the first of 18 priorities cited in a declaration that adds momentum to a 
European Marine Board report, Linking Oceans and Human Health (Tinyurl.com/
OceansAndHealth). Participants identified four high-level policy goals: valuing 
the ocean; capitalizing on European leadership; advancing ocean knowledge; and 
breaking scientific barriers.

Newly discovered toxic nanoparticles and swelling micro-plastic marine 
pollution, with concerns emerging about higher seawater temperatures incubating 
chemical carcinogens, pose several new perils to human health. 

Jan Mees, chair of the European Marine Board, states, “To truly progress our 
knowledge, European scientists across a broad range of disciplines and domains 
must make a quantum leap towards holistic approaches and integrated research on 
a scale that will help us to much better understand, protect, manage and sustain-
ably exploit the seas and oceans that surround us. This is a grand challenge; not 
just in Europe, but for human society as a whole.”

Source: Eurocean2014.eu

GMO Pushback
Hawaii Lobbies for 
Anti-GMO Laws
The Aloha State enjoys a year-round 
growing season, with multiple har-
vests annually. Last year, the Hawai-
ian island of Kauai passed genetically 
modified organism (GMO) farming 
restrictions, but they were overturned 
in court.

Now, Maui County, which 
includes the Hawaiian islands of 
Maui, Lanai and Molokai, has ap-
proved a moratorium on the cultiva-
tion of genetically modified crops. 
The majority of Monsanto’s GMO 
corn seed sold to farmers in Argen-
tina, Brazil and the U.S. comes from 
its Maui operation. If the law stands, 
Monsanto and Dow AgroSciences, 
another biotech firm with operations 
in Maui County, will need to seek 
alternatives.

Lawsuits have already been 
filed by both opponents of the ban 
and proponents that want rigorous 
enforcement built in. Michael Lilly, 
former attorney general of Hawaii, 
expects the new law to be struck 
down like the previous Kauai attempt 
on grounds that state law supersedes 
it, although appeals in that case are 
underway. Meanwhile, an injunction 
has stalled the whole process.

The message from anti-GMO 
forces is that although giant firms 
have deep pockets and many op-
tions, staunch determination to stem 

the tide of GMO 
crops worldwide 
may eventually 
bear the sweet 
fruit of victory.

Source: Grist
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Greenwashing Conundrum
Biodegradable Plastic Bags Are a Hoax

In 2010, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) 
proposed recommendations for environmental 
marketing claims. The agency has sent warning 
letters to 15 marketers informing them that their 
claims may be deceptive, and requested more 
scientific evidence that plastic bags labeled as 
biodegradable, or “oxodegradable”, implying 
the bag will break down in time when exposed 
to oxygen, were true to the claim. Because many 

bags are dumped in the low-oxygen environment of a landfill, the FTC considers 
those advertised benefits as dubious.

Joseph Greene, a professor at California State University, Chico, points out 
that oxodegradable should be amended to “oxofragmentable” to be more accu-
rate, because the plastics just break into smaller and smaller pieces. Chemically, 
they don’t break down into anything less hazardous. In fact, if these plastic bags 
disintegrate in the ocean, the fragments will be about the right size for sea crea-
tures to mistake them for plankton.

Source: Rabble.ca

Portable Feast
Guess Who’s Delivering Dinner
A new service called Plated (Plated.com) is pro-
viding households the ability to prepare a fresh, 
homemade dinner without having to think about 
menu planning or grocery shopping. The ingre-
dients arrive at the door in a biodegradable box, 
pre-portioned and ready to cook in 30 minutes.

Customers browse a rotating menu of chef-
designed recipes on the Plated website and select 
their favorites each week, add the number of plates to the shopping cart and set a 
delivery date. For the price of subscription to the service, they receive a box with 
perfectly portioned ingredients and detailed cooking instructions. Based in New 
York City, Plated delivers its subscription boxes to 47 states, with plans to further 
expand in the next year.

Source: Treehugger.com

Living Together
2014 Global Peace Index 
The world has become less peaceful 
over the last seven years, according  
to the 2014 Global Peace Index. It 
measures peace in 162 countries ac-
cording to 22 indicators that gauge 
both the absence and fear of violence. 
This is the seventh year the index has 
been produced.

Results from the 2014 Global Peace 
Index show that since 2008, 111 coun-
tries have deteriorated in levels of peace, 
while 51 increased. Europe retains its 
position as the most peaceful region, 
with 14 of the top 20 most peaceful 
countries. The world has become signifi-
cantly less peaceful over the last year, 
mainly due to a rise in terrorist activity, 
conflicts being fought, and refugees and 
other displaced people.

As for the human toll, 500 million 
people live in countries at risk of insta-
bility and conflict, 200 million of whom 
live below the poverty line. The global 
economic impact of violence reached 
$9.8 trillion last year, equal to twice the 
total gross domestic product of Africa.

Visit VisionOfHumanity.org to explore 
the interactive peace map and down-
load the report. Watch a video at 
Tinyurl.com/GlobalPeaceVideo.
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Since childhood, Mary O’Malley always thought that 
something bad was about to happen and experienced 
a continuous dread that gnawed her insides. Over the 

years, she tried to eat, drink and medicate away the anxious 
feelings plaguing her, and sought help from group therapy, 
hypnotherapy and psychiatrists. 
 Then in 1972, in her late 20s, O’Malley attended a yoga 
workshop that helped advance her quest to let go of struggles 
and embrace life. Later, when she met Stephen Levine, 
whose teaching is influenced by Buddhism, he conveyed, 
“There’s nothing in you that needs to be fixed,” and invited 
her to view her own issues with curiosity and compassion.
 The transformational insights learned along her journey 
shared in her book, What’s In the Way Is the Way, include 
simple tools for those that need to move beyond struggles to 

live in the present with more peace, ease and joy.

Train as a Tightness Detective
Ask this internal question when feeling stressed: “In what 
aspect of life am I holding on for dear life?” Is your breath 
short, are your shoulders tight; do you feel a fist in your solar 
plexus or an elephant sitting on your chest? These are indica-
tions that you’re aligned with some struggle. By softening and 
breathing into the tight places, you can open into life and 
better align with ease and grace. 

Strengthen the Curiosity Muscle
Whenever O’Malley experienced inner gnawing, she tuned 
into her body and inquired about the dread: “How big is 
it and how deep does it go? Does it have a flavor?” The 
more she questioned, the more curiosity and attention she 
brought to the emotion and the freer she felt. 

Turn Curiosity into Compassion
O’Malley learned to more accurately self-report her feel-
ings. Instead of, “I am afraid,” she learned to assess; “Dread 
is here.” Then she cultivated compassion, treating the dread 
as her friend signaling the need for a solution. She acknowl-
edged and listened to the stricken and paralyzed parts of 
herself, knowing they were separating her from joy because 
they needed to be heard and understood. 

Step Outside Struggle to Embrace Humility
O’Malley believes that struggle is humanity’s core compul-
sion. We develop a story about the difficulty of life and he-
roically fight against myriad injustices. Yet making a U-turn 
in perspective to see them as challenges is tailor-made to 
help us recognize and achieve separation from our individ-
ual struggles in favor of a better way of experiencing life.

“The dictionary misses the full meaning when it de-
fines humility as ‘lowliness, meekness, submissiveness,’” 
O’Malley believes. “True humility is a state of great avail-
ability, and from this kind of openness we can reconnect 
with the joy of being fully alive.” She now discovers gifts 
embedded in every single challenge.

Deborah Shouse blogs at DeborahShouseWrites.wordpress.com.

inspiration

What’s in  
Your Way?

Obstacles Point the Path  
to Wholeness and Healing

by Deborah Shouse
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Eco-Fireplace Tips
Best Ways to Enjoy Greener Indoor and Outdoor Fires 
Our inclination to position ourselves 
near fire is a year-round lure nation-
wide. Yet, the traditional ingredient in 
both indoor fireplaces in the north and 
outdoor fire pits in the south should give 
shivers to the eco-minded. In addition 
to causing considerable air pollution, 
wood smoke contains carbon monoxide, 
nitrogen oxides and fine particulates 
that can aggravate asthma, allergies and 
other health conditions. 

Eco-friendly firelogs—many made of recycled biomass products like 
compressed wood sawdust, ground nutshells and other ingredients—pro-
vide low-emission and petroleum-free alternatives to cordwood. According to 
GreenAmerica.org, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency recommends 
manufactured logs over wood to cut air pollutants. Major manufacturers noted 
by ApartmentTherapy.com include Java, which uses coffee grounds; Energy Log 
briquettes made from recycled mill waste; and TerraCycle, ShredMaster Ltd. and 
CleanFlame, all of which use recycled and repurposed cardboard. In addition 
to producing greater heat, some of these logs even produce a natural crackling 
sound without throwing sparks.

Inserts—basically a stove that fits into existing fireplaces—provide a genuine 
fireside feeling, but with green benefits. An EPA-certified stove or insert is built to 
burn cleaner and more efficiently, dramatically reducing fine particle emissions and 
pollution over older models. However, while a propane gas stove insert burns even 
cleaner and is easier to operate, it uses nonrenewable fuel. Consider wood pellet 
models that burn ultra-compressed wood and biomass of olive, corn and cherry pits.

Outdoor steel fire pits that can burn firelogs have grown popular in warmer 
regions, and equipment manufacturers have responded. Tripods suspend swivel 
and free-standing grills over the pit for direct cooking or to hold cast iron kettles. 
Special outdoor tables also afford a gathering spot around friendly flames. Avoid 
gas and electric models as eco-no-nos.

If real wood is a must, be selective. Firewood that looks a little rough is more 
likely to come from over-mature trees of the kind that can be removed without 
affecting the health of its forest (WoodHeat.org). Product packages of Pioneer 
Processors firewood attest that it “never uses endangered wood species and always 
purchases from well-managed forests.”

ecotip

Reach Your
Target Market

Secure this ad spot!
Contact us for special one-time ad rates.
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At the conclusion of her best-
selling memoir, Eat Pray Love, 
author Elizabeth Gilbert had 

fallen in love with Jose Nunes (called 
Felipe in the book), a Brazilian living 
in Indonesia. The divorced Gilbert, 
reluctant to have her heart broken 
again, had vowed never to remarry… 
yet ultimately changed her mind when 
U.S. immigration law presented her 
with multiple choices: marry so they 
could live together in this country, stay 
single and live as ex-pat partners or say 
goodbye to Nunes. 

Gilbert chose a marital partnership 
that suits the shared life they want: hon-
est and, after years of travel, settled in 
one place. She says, “For the first time 
in my life, living in a small town with 
a lovely husband in an old house with 

a big garden and several pets, I feel 
absolutely rooted in a way I have never 
experienced before and never would 
have imagined even desiring. But it is 
what we want—at least for now—and 
we’re relishing that stability.” Gilbert 
records the process of going from two 
global wanderers falling in love to a 
married couple sharing domestic chores 
in her follow-up memoir, Committed: A 
Love Story.

Love Science
The spark that ignites such a partner-
ship is love, which is “primarily about 
connection,” says Barbara Fredrickson, 
Ph.D., a positivity expert and author of 
Love 2.0: How Our Supreme Emotion 
Affects Everything We Feel, Think, Do, 
and Become. “It’s vital to our health 

and happiness, affecting our brains and 
bodies at the cellular level.

“We were born to love,” empha-
sizes Fredrickson, who also serves as a 
psychology professor and director of the 
Positive Emotions and Psychophysiology 
Laboratory at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. “The evidence 
comes from research that shows how 
our brain and nervous system are 
designed to enhance our chances of 
experiencing it.” 

When we share positive emotions 
with another person, experience a 
synchrony between their biochemistry 
and behaviors and ours, plus exhibit 
mutual care, love can bloom, whether 
we stay happily single or decide to pur-
sue a committed relationship. She calls 
this triple-action sequence “positivity 
resonance”. Love, she observes, is less 
a smooth, solid path than momentary 
experiences of connection. 

Making Love Last
The more areas of connection we have 
with our partners, the more opportu-
nities we have to positively resonate 
every day, adds Frederickson. 

Thomas G. Plante, Ph.D., a psy-
chology professor at California’s Santa 
Clara University and adjunct clinical 
professor of psychiatry and behavioral 
sciences at the Stanford University 
School of Medicine, agrees. “Long-term 
relationships, like marriages, are part-
nerships in living,” according to Plante. 
“The vast majority of the time couples 
are together they’re not having hot sex, 
but are sharing a practical day-to-day 
life together.”

Shared activities aren’t always 
exciting or glamorous. Raising chil-
dren, working, managing a home, 
cooking and cleaning, shopping, being 
with friends and family and the rest of 
regular daily living is where the rubber 
meets the road in relationship satisfac-
tion, observes Plante. “If couples aren’t 
compatible in these areas, then the con-
nection and attraction will inevitably 
atrophy, tensions emerge and too often, 
relationships fracture and fall apart.”

Compatibility means different 
things to different people, and require-
ments can change as individuals in a 
romantic partnership change over time. 
Compatibility also means agreement 

Happily Coupled
Creating Loving Relationships that Thrive

by Judith Fertig

“To be fully seen by somebody… and be loved anyhow—
this is a human offering that can border on miraculous.”

~ Elizabeth Gilbert
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that the relationship is worth the effort 
to nurture and sustain it. 

Partnering Life’s Dance
Five couples in different stages of lov-
ing partnerships share how they make 
their special relationships work. The 
key to them all is shared values.

Doing everything together. For 
newlyweds Drs. Josh and Chelsea Axe, 
of Nashville, Tennessee, a mutual com-
mitment to vigorous wellness and physi-
cal fitness keeps them together. Says 
Josh, “The healthy lifestyle I have chosen 
to live is so important that I need some-
one who is able to not just agree, but 
also partner with me.” Married in 2012, 
the two chiropractic physicians went on 
to co-found the BurstFIT interval training 
program and meld their professional, as 
well as personal, lives. 

Chelsea notes, “There is truth to 
the phrase, ‘Couples that sweat togeth-
er, stay together.’ When working out to-
gether, you share a specific energy you 
create while pushing yourself to your 
mental and physical limits. You have 
your partner right there doing it along-
side you, knowing they’re supporting 
you; so when you each break through 
a mental or physical barrier in your 
workout, you step over together into 
a strength and confidence that carries 
over into your marriage. Being a part of 
each other’s goals and the struggles to 
reach them unifies us.” 

Remarks Josh, “I feel like we can 
both be successful individually, but when 
we’re a team, the outcome is synergistic.”

Chelsea adds, “It’s never a mindset 
of ‘me.’ It’s always ‘us.’”

Balancing work and play. Barbara 
and Bob Unell, of Leawood, Kansas, 
dated as teenagers, went their separate 
ways in college and then found each 
other again in their early 20s. “We 
went on a blind date in 1968 and both 
belted out songs on the car radio,” 
recalls Barbara. “I thought he had a 
great sense of humor and was fun to 
be with. All these years later, it feels 
like we’re still dating. We’re crazy 
about each other.” 

Both Barbara and Bob 
describe themselves as enthusi-
astic, playful, entrepreneurial, 
altruistic and geared toward 
creative projects, whether un-

dertaken together or separately. “We’re 
both, ‘Let’s try this,’ sort of people,” says 
Barbara with a laugh.

When the Unells had twins, now 
grown, they realized there was no 
national publication addressing how 
to parent multiples, so they launched 
Twins magazine in 1984. Bob founded 
and managed an advertising agency 
while Barbara wrote bestselling parent-
ing books, but the whole family traveled 
together on her speaking engagements. 
In response to becoming a breast cancer 
survivor, Barbara founded the nonprofit 
Back in the Swing in 2000 to support 
survivorship care at cancer centers. 
When they needed additional staff, Bob 
joined the team in 2009. One of the big-
gest things that Barbara has learned from 
Bob is, “You can make work fun.”

“Although we come from different 
backgrounds, Bob and I know the power 
of mutual respect, trust and kindness,” 
reflects Barbara. “Part of our connection 
is that we have shared history and never 

take each other for 
granted.”

Making long-distance work. Lisa 
Ekus, who runs the full-service culinary 
talent agency The Lisa Ekus Group, in 
Hatfield, Massachusetts, had been mar-
ried twice and already raised her two 
children when she met Atlanta Chef 
Virginia Willis. They got to know each 
other through culinary events and to 
their surprise, fell in love. Over the past 
six years they’ve evolved a relationship 
that works for them—keeping a deep 
personal connection, but maintaining 
separate residences.

Cookbook author Willis gardens, 
develops recipes and writes for her Food 
Network blog, “Down Home Comfort,” 
at Ekus’ New England compound in 
the summers; Ekus travels to the South 
during cold months. They also meet up 
as often as they can at conferences, food 
and wine festivals and other events dur-
ing the rest of the year. 

“We are both smart, professional 
women who love what we do, have 
strong ethics and a high level of self-ex-
pectation in how we work,” says Ekus. 
“We are also best friends and work 
together professionally. The respect we 
have for each other and our work is 
instrumental in our relationship.”  

“We often joke about the North/
South, fast/slow cultural difference,” 
Ekus notes. “I’m more spontaneous; 
Virginia is more thoughtful in her re-
sponses. I tend to move fast and focus 
on checking off items, while Virginia 
is more about the journey and being 
in the moment. It often makes us each 
take stock and consider what we’re  
doing and saying.”

They make the geographic separa-
tion work despite its inherent long-
distance complications via consistent 
communication, saying good morning 
and good night every day by phone 
and texting often. They hold regular 
agent/author meetings to make profes-
sional plans and personal calendar 
meetings at least weekly, recognizing 
and respecting what is important to 
each of them.

Bridging the age gap. Karen and 
Dick Eagle, from St. Louis, Missouri, are 
16 years apart in age, but are close in 
the ways that count. Both are strong-
minded and still vie to get their own 
way even after 30 years of marriage. 
“We argue over the stupidest things, 

“Seventy-five to  
80 percent of all  
chemistry evaporates 
within six to eight months 
unless the relationship is 
significantly undergirded 
by deeper and more  
durable compatibility.”

~Neil Clarke Warren
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Conscious  
Compatibility

Neil Clark Warren, Ph.D., a clinical 
psychologist and co-founder of 

the eHarmony relationship website, 
believes there are at least 29 per-
sonality dimensions—such as anger 
management skills, intelligence, 
feelings about children, energy and 
ambition—that comprise who we 
are and play a role in maintaining a 
relationship. Key personality dimen-
sions include interests and activities, 
guiding principles and philosophies, 
expressions of emotional experience, 
tendencies toward togetherness and 
separateness, goals and familial and 
other relationships.

Warren suggests categorizing 
desired qualities in a mate into three 
lists: non-negotiables, qualities that 
are top priority and deal breakers; 
semi-negotiables that are important, 
yet flexible secondary priorities; and 
negotiables that are subject to trade-
offs for more important qualities.

and then resolve our 
disagreements and 
realize how good we 
have it,” says Karen.

What first at-
tracted them to each 
other—and keeps 
them together—is a 
love of playful fun 
and good times with 
friends. Karen re-
marks, “I knew Dick 
was ‘the one’ when 
he jumped flat-footed over a wingback 
chair at a friend’s house. That showed 
me that he was young at heart.”

Making ends meet. Eleven years 
ago, when family therapist Susan Frank-
lin lost her husband, Michael, a univer-
sity college professor, she felt bereft and 
overwhelmed. The pair had owned a 
country property near Cleveland, Ohio, 
where they boarded horses. Susan real-
ized, “I couldn’t keep 
up with everything on 
my own,” and Jake 
Marshall, a musician 
friend of Michael’s, 
offered to help. Over 
time, Susan and Jake 
became close, and 
they now live 
together.

Although 
Jake is a great 
supporter in many 
ways, he’s not in 
a position to help 
financially. Susan 
depends on her late 
husband’s insurance and 
pension benefits, which 
she would lose if she 
remarries. “Jake is so laid 

back and easy to be 
with, I can relax,” says 
Susan. Michael, on 
the other hand, always 
seemed to fill a room. 
Jake helps Susan with 
chores around the 
property and she is 
always there cheering 
him on from the front 
row when he performs 
at local venues.

Cultivating Care
Working out as a couple, sharing a 
creative project or making a gour-
met meal together can do more than 
keep partners feeling connected. 
Shared activities also keep the positive 
experiences ongoing and resonating. 
“That special bond and the commit-
ments people often build around it 
are the products of love, the results of 
the many smaller moments in which 

love infuses you,” main-
tains Fredrickson. Such 

moments not only 
accumulate, but 
can also be stored 
in memory and 
banked to feed a 
relationship during 
the tougher times. 
       “Love is some-
thing we should 
re-cultivate every 
day,” she says. A 
loving partnership 
is always a work  

in progress.

Judith Fertig is a free-
lance writer from  
Overland Park, KS.

 “Marriages based on  
a mutual desire to  
serve and inspire grow  
continually in richness 
and beauty, and are  
a benediction to all  
who know of them.”

~ Meher Baba

 Aleesha Ashlie, Practitioner & Distributor     DetoxesYou.com     aashlie@windstream.net     704.995.5337     
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Advertisements for antidepressants 
abound, yet a recent analysis 
in the Journal of the American 

Medical Association found that the 
benefits of treating mildly or moderately 
depressed individuals with these drugs 
“may be minimal or nonexistent” com-
pared with a placebo. Most physicians 
agree that at least part of the prevention 
of and recovery from depression can be 
addressed through diet.

“Every molecule in the brain 
begins as food,” says Dr. Drew Ramsey, 
author of The Happiness Diet and as-
sistant clinical professor of psychiatry 
at the Columbia University College of 
Physicians and Surgeons. “Food choice 
is the biggest puzzle piece patients 
have under their control.” 

Ramsey describes the modern 
American diet as being overwhelmed 
with highly processed foods, refined 
carbohydrates, omega-6 fats and sugar. 
His food philosophy serves as an overall 
prescription for mental health: “Eat food 

that comes from farms and not factories; 
simple, recognizable human food.”

Registered Dietitian Kathie Swift, an 
integrative clinical nutritionist in Len-
nox, Massachusetts, and author of The 
Swift Diet, agrees that food is powerful 
medicine. She recommends a balanced, 
flexitarian diet founded on plants, but 
including high-quality, animal-sourced 
foods. Just shifting our processed-foods 
to whole-foods ratio yields an improved 
mood, Swift says, which continues to 
motivate dietary change.

Prebiotic/Probiotic 
Potential
Recent science suggests a deeper 
meaning to the “gut feeling” adage. 
Bacteria in the gut and neurochemicals 
in the brain communicate intimately 
and bidirectionally via the vagus nerve, 
explains Swift. Altering the gut’s micro-
bial population, whether from chronic 
stress, antibiotic overuse or nutritional 
deficiencies, can change brain chemistry 

and thereby influence mood, mental 
clarity and sleep, she says.

In 2013, Canadian researchers 
altered both the neurochemicals and 
behavior in mice by switching their in-
testinal microbiota; anxious mice given 
the microbes of intrepid mice became 
braver, and vice versa. Another small 
study in the British Journal of Nutrition 
showed a decrease in depression and 
anxiety symptoms in volunteers taking 
probiotics for a month.

Essentially, says Swift, “We have a 
brain in the belly,” which must be nour-
ished by both prebiotics (soluble fiber) 
and probiotics (fermented food). “Fiber 
is the quintessential substance to feed 
the lovely community of bugs in the 
gut,” says Swift, “while fermented foods 
interact with resident bacteria and give 
them a boost.” She recommends a va-
riety of vegetables as a primary source 
of fiber, especially legumes, along with 
fruits, nuts, cheese and the occasional 
gluten-free whole grain. Probiotic foods 
include fermented vegetables, kefir, yo-
gurt with live active cultures and apple 
cider vinegar. 

B Happy
Most psychiatric medications target  
feel-good neurotransmitters like 
serotonin, dopamine and norepineph-
rine, says Ramsey, but the body also 
manufactures these chemicals naturally 
during the methylation cycle, a B-vita-
min-dependent neurological process. 
“B vitamins are superstars of the brain,” 
Ramsey says. “Think of them as lubrica-
tion for the brain’s gears.” 

Folate, or vitamin B9 is particularly 
important to healthy nervous system 
functioning. A meta-analysis of 15,000 
people reported in the Journal of Epi-
demiology associated low folate with 
a higher risk of depression. Dark leafy 
greens like kale, spinach and Swiss 
chard are high in B vitamins, as are 
beets, eggs, lentils, beans and whole 
grains; helpful fruits include papaya, 
avocado and berries.

Omega-3s Please 
“It’s a horrible notion that fat is bad,” 
says Ramsey. 

Swift agrees, noting, “We need 
a major renovation and reeducation 
of this important neuro-nutrient.” The 

HAPPY MEALS
Eating Healthy Foods Fights Off Depression

by Lane Vail
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integrity of a neuron cell membrane, 
which Swift describes as “a beautiful 
and fluid layer of lipids,” is crucial for 
brain health because it dictates commu-
nication among neurotransmitters. “The 
fat we eat becomes the fat of our cell 
membranes,” she says. “So nourish your 
membranes with adequate amounts of 
the right types of fat.” 

Long-chain omega-3s (DHA) doco-
sahexaenoic acid and (EPA) eicosapen-
taenoic acid build and protect neurons, 
help prevent cognitive decline with age 
and can boost overall mood and mental 
performance, says Ramsey. A study in 
the Australian & New Zealand Journal 
of Psychiatry found that treating de-
pressed patients with omega-3 EPA was 
as equally effective as Prozac. “DHA 

Wild-Caught Alaskan Salmon with  
Sautéed Swiss Chard, Pickled Beets  
and Banana-Avocado Pudding 
Salmon is an excellent source of omega-
3s, and Swiss chard offers fiber and 
folate. Beets are high in folate, as well 
as nitrites, which improve circulation 
throughout the body and the brain, says 
Nutritionist Kathie Swift. Double-down 
on beets’ power by eating them pickled 
in apple cider vinegar, promoting healthy 
gut flora. Bananas contain tryptophan,  
an amino acid involved in serotonin  
production, and avocados are high in  
folate and oleic acid, a model unsaturat-
ed omega-9 fat needed for healthy brains, 
advises Dr. Drew Ramsey.

Lentil Salad with Hummus, Grilled 
Asparagus, Broccoli, Red Onion and 
Grilled Watermelon 
Lentils, chickpeas and asparagus are 
high in fiber and B vitamins, while 
walnuts add omega-3s. Broccoli is 
an excellent source of chromium, a 
mineral found to lower blood sugar 
and reduce symptoms of depression in 
some people, according to a Cornell 
University study. Grilled onions (along 
with garlic, which can be blended 
into hummus) belong to a food family 
called alliums that promote healthy 
vascular function and blood flow to 
the brain and also contain a high con-
centration of chromium, says Ramsey. 

Watermelon’s red color is due to its 
high concentration of the antioxidant 
lycopene, which helps resolve free 
radical damage, inflammation and 
hormone imbalances associated with 
depression, notes Swift.

Grass-Fed Beef with Roasted Sweet  
Potatoes, Kale and Greek Yogurt 
Swirled with Raspberries 
A British Journal of Nutrition study 
showed that beef raised on chlorophyll-
rich grass provides more omega-3s 
than grain-fed beef. Like other animal 
proteins, beef is a significant source of 
tryptophan. Kale and sweet potatoes 
contribute fiber, folate and vitamin 
A, which promotes the enzymes that 
create the pleasure neurotransmitter, 
dopamine. Yogurt is also high in tryp-
tophan, and raspberries provide folate 
and antioxidants.

Free-Range Egg Omelet with Spinach, 
Tomatoes, Cheese and Fresh Papaya 
Eggs are a power-packed food full of 
B vitamins, tyrosine and tryptophan 
amino acids, plus selenium, zinc and 
iodide, micronutrients vital for proper 
functioning of the energy- and metab-
olism-regulating thyroid, says Ramsey. 
Tomatoes and natural cheese are high 
in lycopene and tryptophan, respective-
ly, and spinach and papaya are packed 
with folate and fiber.

and EPA are the two most important fats 
for brain health on the planet, period,” 
states Ramsey.

Foods rich in omega-3s include 
fatty seafood like salmon, mussels and 
oysters, plus sea vegetables, walnuts, 
flaxseed and grass-fed beef. For vegetar-
ians and vegans, Ramsey recommends 
an algal DHA supplement. 

Focusing on feeding the brain 
doesn’t preclude staving off heart 
disease, obesity or diabetes. “Follow 
the rules of eating for brain health,” 
Ramsey says, “and you’ll also be slim, 
energized, focused and resilient.” It’s all 
a recipe for happiness.

Lane Vail is a freelance writer and blog-
ger at DiscoveringHomemaking.com.
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Grief can arrive suddenly with the 
death of a loved one, serious 
illness, loss of a job, parental 

dementia or decaying relationship. In 
any case, it takes a toll. 

“Grief encompasses all of our 
thoughts and feelings. Mourning is 
when we put them into action by 
talking, crying, perhaps doing rituals,” 
explains Tracy Riley, a licensed clinical 
social worker and grief counselor in 
Jacksonville, Florida. 

“Grief isn’t something that’s over 
when you wake up one day,” Riley 
counsels. “It’s ridiculous when an 
employer gives you three days off and 
then expects everything to be fine.” She 
notes that time helps heal all wounds, 
but even a decade after losing a loved 
one, the pain can remain and life is 
never the same, although most of us 
learn to live with loss and move forward. 

“Some things can’t be fixed,” con-
cludes Megan Devine, a psychothera-
pist in Portland, Oregon, and author 
of the audio book, When Everything is 
Not Okay, who blogs at RefugeInGrief.
com. After witnessing the drowning 
death of her fiancé, she says, “I didn’t 
need to hear platitudes that everything 
would be OK. I needed something 
solid to hold onto when my whole 
world exploded.”

healingways

Physical Aids
An unexpected death and any emotional 
shock is an extreme stressor that causes 
the adrenal glands to release a flood of 
adrenaline. Tina Erwin, La Mesa, Cali-
fornia author of The Lightworker’s Guide 
to Healing Grief, explains, “If you get a 
shock when someone close to you dies, 
your adrenal glands are blown out al-
most instantly and you are overwhelmed 
with adrenaline, much like we often 
see in people with post-traumatic stress 
disorder. You need to rebalance your 
body chemistry.” 
 Intense grief can sometimes 
show up as chest pain, a classic 
sign of heart attack, due to a tempo-
rary disruption of the heart’s normal 
pumping action from a surge in stress 
hormones, according to the National 
Institutes of Health. Yet Imperial Col-
lege London scientists now have found 
that a recognizable “broken heart  
syndrome” may temporarily protect 
the heart from being overwhelmed 
with adrenaline. 
 “Healing the physical side of grief 
ultimately helps healing on an emotion-
al level, too,” says Erwin. To assist her-
self following the death of her 6-year-
old niece from a sudden infection, she 
uses several Bach flower remedies for 
trauma—Rescue Remedy, to rebalance 

Gentling  
GRIEF
Remedies to  
Heal the Heart
by Kathleen Barnes
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the flood of adrenaline; Star of Bethle-
hem, for shock and loss; and Mimulus, 
for fear and anxiety. “Combining a few 
drops of each of these in a water bottle 
or tea several times a day helps you 
regain a feeling of balance,” Erwin says. 

She also likes drinking blood-
cleansing noni juice to help wash adren-
aline out of the body, and taking salt 
baths enhanced with lavender essential 
oil to literally “wash away the darkness.”  

Emotional Aids
Riley views art and music therapy, plus 
journaling (a “personal roadmap” that 
helps chart her progress), as powerful 
healing tools. She’s also seen first-
hand how animals can play a key role 
through the mourning process. Her 
miniature schnauzer intuitively ap-
proaches her clients that are anxious 
and grieving and gives them permission 
to pet him. “It puts people at ease,” she 
says. “Then they can talk more freely 
about their pain.” Numerous studies, 
starting in the 1980s, show that stroking 
a furry pet lowers blood pressure.

Charting a Personal Course
For the bereaved (literally defined as 
“torn apart”), the symptoms of grief 
are meant to slow us down, advises 
Alan Wolfelt, Ph.D., director of the 
Center for Loss and Life Transition, in 
Fort Collins, Colorado, and author of 
numerous related books, including 
Understanding Your Grief: Ten Essen-
tial Touchstones for Finding Hope and 
Healing Your Heart.

Society expects bereaved people 
to “carry on, keep their chins up, be 
glad they had him/her as long as they 
did or else be grateful that our loved 
one’s pain is over”—all platitudes that 
are more hurtful than helpful, says 
Wolfelt. Mourning takes time, but it 
also requires a social context, he ex-
plains. “It’s the shared response to loss. 
If you isolate yourself, you are griev-
ing, not mourning. You can’t do this on 
your own. It’s bigger than you.” 

For those that feel stuck or unable 
to move forward, experienced grief 
counselors may be able to help.

Kathleen Barnes is the author of numer-
ous health books, including Ten Best 
Ways to Manage Stress. Connect at 
KathleenBarnes.com.
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greenliving

When we’re hungry for change, 
we may feel the impulse to 
spruce up our living spaces. 

Rooms that feel cluttered, drab and un-
appealing drag on our energy. Applying 
the basic inspired tenets of the ancient 
Chinese art and science of feng shui can 
transform and re-energize any space, 
improving the way we feel.

Translated as “wind and water,” 
feng shui—which has been creating 
healthy and harmonious environ-
ments since its origins 3,000 years 
ago—can activate our rethinking the 
arrangement, uses and tone of each 
room while bringing beneficial green 
changes home. 

Feng Shui Basics
When considering how to apply feng 
shui principles, it helps to have a 
trained practitioner make a map, or 
bagua, analyzing how energy, or chi, 
moves through a building. They will  
determine ways to help chi flow and 
settle in appropriate places to support all 
aspects of life. Recommended alterations 
typically start with furniture placement, 
color choices and key accessorizing. 

Sample bagua maps are available on-
line for referencing.

While a complete feng shui treat-
ment may require major revamping, 
we can also take some low-cost steps 
to immediately create more harmony 
while eliminating toxins that are un-
healthy and disrupt the energy flow. 

Bring in Green 
“Bringing natural elements into a space 
will aid the circulation of chi, help 
achieve a balance and yield an indoor 
environment of peace and calm,” says 
feng shui practitioner Maureen Cala-
mia, owner of Luminous Spaces, in St. 
James, New York.

Feng shui categorizes the natural 
elements as water, metal, fire, earth and 
wood, reflected in items like stones, 
plants and water features, as well as art 
and wall decorations and paint colors. 
Filling a home with living plants is 
favored by many feng shui experts. 

“Surround yourself with green 
plants, including cuttings from the yard,” 
advises Debra Duneier, a feng shui mas-
ter practitioner, certified eco-designer 
and author of EcoChi: Designing the 

When we’re hungry for change, Sample bagua maps are available on
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Human Experience, in New 
York City. “They bring en-
ergy and life force into your 
home, while also filtering 
the air you breathe.” If 
adding plants isn’t feasible, 
she recommends picking 
up some fresh flowers each week. 
Remember to change the water every 
day and dispose of the flowers at the 
first sign of wilting (dying flowers bring 
negative energy). 

Banish Toxic Materials
“Healthy indoor air quality is an essential 
aspect of good feng shui,” attests Alisa 
Rose Seidlitz, an eco feng shui consul-
tant/designer, certified green building 
and interiors professional and owner of 
Ambiance Eco, in Berkeley, California. 
“Materials used inside our homes, such 
as cleaning products and furnishings, can 
either contribute significantly to poor air 
quality or support positive feng shui.”

Indoor air quality is significantly 
impacted by furnishings and décor. 
When seeking out the cleanest, green-
est options, pay special attention to:

Cleaning products. Safely discard 
toxic cleaning chemicals by taking 
them to hazardous waste pickup sites. 
Many household jobs can be done with 
vinegar and baking soda.

Paint. Revisions in wall, trim and 
furniture colors quickly freshen a room 
and bring new energy, especially when 
they align with Earth’s natural ele-
ments. Avoid conventional paint, which 
contains dangerous volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) that off-gas into the 
air. Look for widely available zero-VOC 
brands. Other options include display-
ing art or colorful wall hangings. 

       Flooring. Many toxins 
lurk in conventional car-
peting and adhesives used 
to lay wood or tile floors. 
Look for natural wool 
rugs, reclaimed wood and 
zero-VOC floor adhesives. 

Preserve resources and alter the energy 
in a space by repurposing reclaimed 
materials for rehab projects. For good 
feng shui, smudging with dried sage 
cleanses any negative energy leftover 
from previous owners.

Furnishings and fabrics. Main-
stream furniture is typically treated  
with toxic flame retardant, so always 
ask how furniture has been treated  
before purchasing. Seek out nontoxic 
and natural materials like natural  
rubber mattresses and hemp or 
organic cotton shower curtains and 
window coverings. 

Follow Your Joy
Feng shui is multifaceted, but at its 
center is a search for balance and  
harmony. When making changes  
at home, it’s good to know we can  
follow our instincts and add things  
that bring us joy. Feng shui experts 
provide guidance in choosing colors 
and elements, but each of us is ulti-
mately the best judge of what feels 
best for our own space. 

“I often ask my clients: What kind 
of message are you sending yourself?” 
says Duneier. “You can use your space 
to send yourself a message of a beauti-
ful, abundant and healthy life.” 

Sarah Tarver-Wahlquist, a writer from 
Tucson, Arizona, also freelances for 
GreenAmerica.org.

“Feng shui  
is the original 
eco-science.”
~ Will LeStrange

Color Me Feng Shui
Here’s a quick primer on the colors associated with each of the five natural 

elements and ways to bring them into a home. Seek a balance of all five in 
each room, appropriate to its use.

Wood green, brown living plants, wood, flowers
Water blue, black water features, running fountains, glass
Earth earth tones, soft brick, tile, ceramics 
   yellows/oranges
Metal white, gray rocks, stones
Fire red, purple, bright sunlight
   yellows/oranges
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Although experts aren’t certain 
why it occurs, attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 

affects 3 to 5 percent of school-age 
children, causing symptoms such as 
inattentiveness, frenetic activity, anxiety 
and forgetfulness. Kids with ADHD 
typically respond to drug prescriptions 
designed to provide calm and focus, but 
some carry unpleasant side effects like 
appetite changes and muscle spasms. 
Experts suggest considering these natural 
options to complement an afflicted 
child’s integrative treatment plan.

Nutritionist
Sara Vance, owner, Rebalance Life,  
San Diego, California.

Up omega-3s. The University of Mary-
land Medical Center reports that recent 
studies show kids with behavior prob-
lems have low blood levels of omega-3 

EASE ADHD  
NATURALLY
Nine Ways to Help  

Restore Calm and Focus
by Jenna Blumenfeld

healthykids

fatty acids, a nutrient vital for brain 
health. Children’s daily diets should 
contain omega-3-rich foods, such as 
chia, hemp, nuts and fatty fish. For chil-
dren 12 and older, supplement with fish 
oil containing 1,200 milligrams (mg) of 
(DHA) docosahexaenoic acid and (EPA) 
eicosapentaenoic acid combined.

Try magnesium. Low levels of mag-
nesium, also known as the calming 
mineral, are associated with restless legs, 
anxiety and irritability—all of which can 
exacerbate ADHD. For kids ages 4 to 8, 
start with 130 mg of magnesium in the 
morning. If the child has trouble sleep-
ing, another dose before bed may help. 
Reduce the dose if loose stools occur.

Boost B vitamins. Vitamins B6 and B12 
are important building blocks for brain 
neurotransmitters such as serotonin and 
dopamine. Deficiency can impair nerve 

cell communication, hindering memory, 
focus and attention. Encourage a child 
to eat B-packed organic foods like eggs, 
poultry, bell peppers, yams and spinach, 
and sprinkle B-vitamin-rich nutritional 
yeast on dishes like noodles and soup.

Naturopathic Doctor
Laurie Brodsky, e-consultant,  
DrLaurieND.com, New York City.

Give up gluten. Gluten is a complex, 
gooey conglomeration of many proteins 
that sticks to the digestive tract, often 
stimulating behavioral issues. When 
gluten inflames a child’s digestive 
system, brain inflammation likely oc-
curs, as well. Look for gluten-free pasta, 
bread, crackers and cookies made from 
rice, quinoa, flaxseed and non-GMO 
(genetically modified) corn.

Pair fats with food. Healthy brain 
function requires a proper ratio of anti-
inflammatory omega-3 fats to the more 
common inflammatory omega-6 fats 
(found in canola, soybean and corn oils). 
Encourage balance by eating omega-3 
foods at mealtime, when the gallbladder 
releases bile into the digestive system, 
allowing better omega-3 absorption.

Avoid processed foods. High-fructose 
corn syrup and artificial colors such as 
Yellow 5, Blue 1 and Red 40 are linked 
to increased hyperactivity in children. 
Choose whole, real foods like whole 
grains and organic meats, vegetables 
and fruits. Use maple syrup rather than 
white sugar to sweeten foods—it’s full-
flavored, so a little goes a long way.

Behavior Specialist
Margit Crane, educator, GiftedWithADD.
com, Seattle, Washington.

Lead by example. Parents have more 
power to handle their child’s ADHD 
than they think. Model the desired be-
haviors—if children are not allowed to 
eat in the living room, the rule should 
apply to the whole family. Maintaining 
consistent rules is vital.

Set boundaries. Many parents and 
teachers believe that boundaries for 
ADHD-laden kids, that are often sensi-
tive by nature, may be harsh or limit-
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ing. But these children actually thrive 
with boundaries. Rather than offer kids 
unlimited choices, give them two or 
three options. This helps a child feel 
safe. Regard a troubled child as scared, 
rather than angry—this will enable 
parents and caregivers to speak to them 
with compassion.

Work with teachers. Some children 
with ADHD may have trouble fitting 
into traditional schools. When speak-
ing with teachers, use collaborative 
words such as “partnership” to obtain 
healthy cooperation. Teachers have 
an entire class to attend to, not just 
this child; address them with respect 
and understanding, and everyone will 
ultimately benefit.

Jenna Blumenfeld is the senior food 
editor at New Hope Natural Media, in 
Boulder, Colorado.

Copyrighted 2014. Penton Media. 114554:1214BN.

Kim Hombs, DVM, CVH, CVA
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naturalpet

A pet’s love is extraordinary be-
cause it is unconditional. It 
doesn’t have expectations, pass 

judgment or try to leverage guilt. It is 
rich in loyalty, trust and adoration. Do-
mestic pets provide warmth, compan-
ionship and love, as well as purpose, fun 
and conversational gambits for family 
members. For lonely hearts, they are a 
lifeline, providing a physical, emotional 
and spiritual connection to life that may 
prove critical to survival and happiness. 

Loving pets seem like an endless 
source of happiness while with us, but 
few outlive their owners. Loss is as 
much a part of having a pet as potty 
training and vaccinations. For some, the 

When Your  
Pet Passes
A Guide to  
Mourning,  
Remembering  
and Healing

loss of a dog or cat is debilitating and 
the grieving process can take months. 
 Rev. Gary Kowalski, author of 
Goodbye, Friend and a Unitarian 
Universalist minister in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, contends that the depth of the 
relationship that we develop with pets 
emerges from the time we spend with 
them every day—exercising, feeding, 
grooming and even sleeping with them. 
The relationship is pure and uncompli-
cated, and the pain of separation can 
be especially intense and profound. 
 The challenge of pet loss is often 
complicated by the difficult decision to 
euthanize an aged or suffering animal. 
“One of the hardest things about having 

a dog is that sometimes you have to 
decide to end its life,” says Jon Katz, of 
upstate New York, a New York Times 
bestselling author of many books about 
dogs, including Going Home: Finding 
Peace When Pets Die. “Our job as pet 
owners is to be an advocate for our 
pets, making sure they do not suffer. 
Don’t poison the joy that you shared 
with your pet with guilt over your 
decisions,” he says. Katz recommends 
taking photos of pets and making inten-
tional memories in the time leading up 
to parting to encourage closure.
 The same kind of rituals we use to 
honor and say goodbye to other family 
members can likewise help ease the pain 
of a pet’s passing. Owners can gather 
with loved ones and friends to celebrate 
the life of their pet with a burial ceremo-
ny or memorial. Kowalski likes adding 
meaningful words. His book includes a 
variety of readings that pet owners can 
use in their rituals taken from poems, lit-
erature, the Bible and other sacred texts. 
 When a human friend or family 
member dies, compassion and empa-
thy flows from everyone we meet, but 
many may not be aware of, or under-
stand, the depth of grief associated with 
a pet’s death. “Some people feel embar-
rassed or don’t understand that mourn-
ing a deceased pet is a normal process,” 
explains Julia Harris, a pet bereavement 
counselor from Ellijay, Georgia, and 
author of Pet Loss: A Spiritual Guide.
 Support is essential during times of 
grief, and it can be difficult to find an 
understanding friend to discuss it with. 
Several online communities are de-
voted to providing support. An Internet 
search of “pet loss support” yields a 
wealth of online resources.
 In the same way that the belief in 
an afterlife comforts people of many 
faith traditions when a person passes, 
the possibility of the same destiny for 
pets can offer comfort. “Perhaps one of 
the most common questions I am asked 
is whether or not animals have a soul,” 
explains Harris. “I encourage people to 
know that the soul, like love, is eternal. 
It leaves the physical body, but the lov-
ing relationship continues.”
 While there’s no standard timeline 
for the grieving process, it’s important 
to keep perspective. Excessive grief can 
lead to depression. “If the grief is inter-

by Julianne Hale
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Helping  
Children Cope 

For many children, the loss of a beloved 
pet is their first exposure to death, and 

age-appropriate honesty is the best policy 
for helping them through this difficult 
time. Rev. Gary Kowalski advises parents 
and caregivers to reassure kids that the 
death of an animal is not something they 
have to fear, and let them know that the 
animal is not in pain, is not sleeping 
and is in a peaceful place. He cautions 
parents against speaking euphemistically 
about death to young children. 

Involving children in the planning 
of a memorial service for a pet can be 
therapeutic. Let them talk openly about 
their favorite memories together and 
their sadness. Bereavement counselor 
Julia Harris encourages parents to share 
stories from their faith traditions that 
address afterlife. “These stories can 
help your child best understand that 
God continues to watch over their pet,” 
she contends. “This provides a sense of 
security that the pet is safe and remains 
with your child in spirit and memory.”

fering with life and your work, then you 
may need to seek professional help,” 
advises Katz. 
 Not even a parent is capable of 
providing the purely unconditional love 
we receive from pets. Kowalski views it 
as a sacred connection, observing that 
through the unconditional love and ac-
ceptance that we receive from our pets, 
we get a little glimpse of what God’s 
love must look like.

Julianne Hale is a writer and editor  
for Natural Awakenings and blogs 
about family life at AnotherGrayHair.
WordPress.com.
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wisewords

Conscious Dating
Jill Crosby on Looking  

for Love Online
by S. Alison Chabonais

Jill Crosby, owner 
and founder of the 
Conscious Dating 

Network, has focused on 
spiritual development and 
meditation for more than 
30 years. Working as a 
director for the granddad-
dy of the original onsite 
photo/video dating com-
panies, which included 
interviewing 6,000-plus 
singles, sparked a desire 
to create a venue for 
spiritually conscious singles to meet. So, 
15 years ago, she created her flagship 
online dating site, SpiritualSingles.com. 
NaturalAwakeningsSingles.com, launched 
two years ago as part of the network, 
shares the same database of members as 
SpiritualSingles.com and many affiliated 
conscious dating sites in the network. 
 Today, the Conscious Dating 
Network is the largest of its kind. From 
Mount Shasta, California, Crosby leads a 
team of specialists that care for members’ 
needs and provide a loving, inspiring site 
for singles to meet their beloveds.

How has online dating contin-
ued to evolve and what trends 
do you see now?
The stigma about meeting someone on-
line has completely dissolved as success 
stories have become so common. It’s 
like shopping online—you can look at 
many different varieties and styles to find 
exactly what you are looking for, rather 
than physically searching store after 
store hoping to find something you like. 
 Technology has made a tremen-
dous difference in price, accessibility 
and reach. Today, members post selfies 
as headshots, shoot their own videos 
and can access potential matches any-
where in the world. 

       I used to think long-
distance relationships 
didn’t stand a chance. 
However, with Skype 
and a willingness to relo-
cate, many of our suc-
cess stories start as long-
distance connections. 
Video chatting is a great 
way to assess common 
values and get to know 
someone on a deep level 
before traveling to meet 
in person.

What distinguishes conscious 
dating sites like Natural 
AwakeningsSingles.com  
from mainstream sites?
Natural Awakenings Singles is a niche 
dating site for those that are conscious, 
spiritual and green. Singles with specific 
interests, passions and lifestyles usually 
prefer niche dating sites because they 
allow for more targeted search results, 
provided that the member database is 
large enough. Our database of more 
than 90,000 members globally is con-
sidered large for a niche. Mainstream 
sites may have more members; howev-
er, they require far more time and effort 
in sorting through profiles to find those 
with whom we might have something 
in common.
 Natural Awakenings Singles is also 
much more generous than conventional 
pay models, in that free members can 
read and reply to personal messages 
and live instant messages sent from 
subscribing members. Most mainstream 
sites make members pay to read and 
reply to messages. Our primary goal is 
for our singles to become couples—to 
facilitate the tremendous amount of 
success our members experience, we 
do many things differently.
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Have you seen any overall  
differences in the success 
stories the Conscious Dating 
Network facilitates?
Yes, our members usually connect on 
a deeper, “soul-to-soul” level and tend 
to understand that chemistry comes in 
all shapes and sizes. Our success story 
couples oftentimes have the feeling that 
they are destined to be together. 
 We encourage members to listen 
to their inner guidance in regard to 
whom to contact, be grateful in ad-
vance and stay in their divine flow. 
When members tune in and act from 
this space, miracles happen.
 Many of our “destined” couples go 
on to do amazing projects together, like 
opening retreat centers, writing books, 
facilitating workshops, starting inten-
tional communities, creating nonprofit 
organizations and other beautiful ven-
tures that neither of them would have 
necessarily done alone. The power of 
two seems to be exponentially greater.

What have proved to be your 
all-time favorite tips for online 
dating success?
By healing past traumas, loving and 
forgiving ourselves, and embodying our 
divine presence as much as possible, 
deep-seated feelings of unworthiness 
fall away and we emanate our true 
radiance, thus magnetizing a partner 
equally empowered and awake. 
 When we are in a place of per-
sonal power, there is no being shy or 
procrastinating. Imagine how it would 
be once you have met the love of your 
life, and focus on those feelings while 
browsing and reading profiles. When 
you notice a strong inner nudge to con-
tact someone, do it. If it’s not mutual, 
that’s OK; don’t take it personally. That’s 
part of the beauty of online dating; the 
pool is large, and when the feeling and 
knowingness is mutual, you might just 
be starting a life together.
 “In-joy” the process, be positive 
and choose to make it a fun adventure!

Joining NaturalAwakeningSingles.
com includes access to all members of 
all the Conscious Dating Network sites.

S. Alison Chabonais is the national content 
editor for Natural Awakenings magazines.
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fitbody

Six years ago, Sherry Salmons, of 
Oak Ridge, Illinois, was perplexed 
by her “glowing, smiling, energetic” 

neighbor that worked full time while 
raising three young children, yet never 
seemed drained. Finally, she asked: 
“What’s your secret?” The answer was 
a life-changing visit by Salmons to a 
nearby holistic fitness studio.
 Lucking into good recommenda-
tions can whittle down the multitude 
of choices available at 32,000 U.S. 
health clubs and studios, according to 
the International Health, Racquet & 
Sportsclub Association. With the dual 
trends of niche studios and low-cost 
fitness centers fueling a diverse burst in 
workout options, club-seekers should 
apply their sleuthing skills before decid-
ing on something that can prove so 
pivotal to their health.

Clue #1: Location and hours. If a facil-
ity isn’t near home or work, people 
won’t go, says Jim White, an American 

College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) 
health fitness specialist, in Virginia 
Beach, Virginia. “Our time is so valu-
able that going to the gym can’t be a 
hassle.” Check online and list nearby 
facilities and hours, scratching off any 
that aren’t open at convenient times.

Clue #2: Know what you need. Some 
people have absolute necessities for 
fitness success. “For instance, avid 
swimmers need a pool,” says Grace 
DeSimone, an ACSM personal trainer in 
New York City. “That’s going to reduce 
their choices considerably.” Other non-
negotiable provisions might be a yoga 
studio, indoor track or child care.

Clue #3: Gym rat or newbie? A fit-
ness facility that costs pennies a day 
might seem like an obvious choice, but 
not if our fitness level and knowledge 
are near zero. “A lot of people don’t 
know what to do in a gym,” observes 
White, who owns personal training 
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Think Outside the Box
One of the latest trends for health-seekers is joining more than one club. 

Mixing it up can be a good way to go, says Jim White, owner of Jim White 
Fitness & Nutrition Studios,  in Norfolk and Virginia Beach, Virginia. “A lot of 
people are leaving the big-box gyms for more of an a la carte menu,” White 
says. “I have a client that strength trains with me in the mornings and then goes 
to spinning, barre and yoga studios in the afternoons.” 
 Up to 90 percent of small studio members belong to more than one club, 
according to the 2014 International Health, Racquet & Sportsclub Association’s 
annual industry trend report. That can both lessen monotony and provide a well-
rounded fitness routine, White says.  

studios in Virginia. “We’re especially 
for those who want their hands held or 
want to see results fast.” Niche studios 
focused on modalities from kick box-
ing to dance therapy can offer added 
guidance. DeSimone notes that other 
reputable facilities will likewise have 
accredited trainers, often at a low cost. 
Larger facilities also may offer more 
options for a newbie to try out before 
settling on what they like, she says. 

Clue #4: Take a test drive. Make use 
of trial periods and guest passes. “Get 
a feel for the culture,” says Chris Frey-
tag, spokesperson for the American 
Council on Exercise and a personal 
trainer in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
“People are more likely to stay moti-
vated in an environment that inspires 
them and with people that motivate 
them,” Freytag says. During on-site 
visits, do we feel at home among kin-
dred spirits our own age? Is the facility 
clean and secure?

Clue #5: Look at the equipment. If the 
gym doesn’t have the equipment we 
want to use, whether it’s Pilates or TRX 
equipment, free weights or Kettlebells, 
then move on. A gym worth joining will 
have plenty of up-to-date equipment 
that follows the latest fitness trends and 
works properly, says White.

Clue #6: Investigate the staff. Check-
ing out the staff is key for those seeking 
specialized guidance, such as yoga, 
martial arts or personal training. Look 
for trainers and instructors available to 
help that are certified by a reputable 
program accredited by the National 
Commission for Certifying Agencies. 
Investigating key employees’ back-

grounds, including acupuncturists and 
massage therapists, is crucial.

Clue #7: Sign with caution. Avoid 
signing long-term, complicated 
contracts, which are rare these days, 
DeSimone counsels. “Don’t be over-
whelmed by a high-pressured sales 
pitch; just stand your ground, because 
those people are at your service.” 
White recommends making sure the 
price includes expected services; feel 
free to negotiate, especially with initial 
fees. Understand all policies, espe-
cially cancellation clauses, and use a 
credit card, which is easier to correct if 
problems arise, adds DeSimone.

Although Salmons was lucky, with 
her neighbor’s recommendation lead-
ing her to her perfect studio, people 
should investigate to find their ideal fit. 
“It starts when you walk in the door,” 
Salmons says about her attraction to 
The Balance Fitness Studio. “The space 
is open, exposed and it’s got this very 
clean, feng shui energy.”

Not a traditional, iron-pumping, 
music-blasting gym fan, Salmons  
prefers Pilates, but participates in all  
of the studio’s offerings, including  
massage, acupuncture and nutrition 
classes. While finding the right club 
has boosted her fitness level, she notes 
that the real magic has come in the 
form of revitalized energy. “It’s changed 
me in all aspects of my life. When I 
leave, I feel mentally focused, emotion-
ally balanced and refreshed. It’s kind  
of transformational.”

Freelance journalist Debra Melani 
writes about health care and fitness 
from Lyons, CO. Connect at Debra 
Melani.com or DMelani@msn.com.
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SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 1
Sierra Club Super Bowl Hike - 10:30am. Get some 
exercise before the big game! Moderate 5 mile hike 
on a somewhat hilly trail. Finish about 1:30pm. 
Limited to 20 hikers. Contact Steve Copulskey: 
SCopulsky@mindspring.com. Browns Mountain, 
Kings Mountain National Military Park, SC

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2
Shamanic Circle - Manifestation - 7-8:30pm. $30. 
For eons, Shamans have been holding ceremony for 
the community for help and guidance to come from our 
guides. In this circle, Robbie Warren will work with the 
Spirit Guides to bring clarity for creation and manifes-
tation. Okra Yoga, 1912 Commonwealth Ave. Limited 
space, must register. Robbie@OtterDance.com

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4 
Crystal Gathering - 6:30-8pm. $10 donation. Come 
learn about crystals and gemstones and fellowship 
with others interested in stones. 116 S Main St, Ste 
202, Mooresville. Register 336-337-0223. Crysta-
lAttunement.com

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7
Reiki Level I with Holy Fire - 9am-6pm. $125. Learn 
energy healing for Mind-Body-Spirit wellness and 
everyday life. Includes ICRT manual, lots of hands-on 
practice, initiiations to Reiki energy, Certificate, and 
ongoing teacher support. Concord Wellness Center, 
Union St N, Ste 300, Concord. AReikiPlace.com

Day-long Meditation Retreat - 9:30am-4:30pm. 
$35 suggested fee. Silent retreat offering guidance 
in cultivating wisdom and compassion. We alternate 
sitting and walking meditation. Contact Ruth King 
at admin@RuthKing.net. Park Rd Baptist Church 
Milford Chapel, 3900 Park Rd.

The Desire Map - 10am-4pm Saturday & Sunday. 
$375. Embark on a 2 day heart and soul centered 
journey to get clear on how you truly want to feel in 
every aspect of your life. Use this awareness to make 
the big and small choices in your life. Elemental 
Healing Community Room. Register: 704-408-2359 
or LillieMarshall.com/desire-map/ 

P.E. Calvert Portals to Advanced Shamanism -
10am-12pm.$25. This portal into the Shamanic Study 
is designed to elevate the serious student. We will ex-
plore ancient wisdom, advanced healing techniques, 
and harness even more psychic strength. 19621 W 
Catawba Ave, Cornelius, NC. 704-896-3111. meetup.
com/TheNook/#calendar. KentCookInstitute.com

P.E. Calvert and Rev. June Hamilton Ceremonial 
Event Awakening Your Soul - 1-3pm. $38. What is 
the purpose of your soul? This intense, sacred awak-
ening will help you discover your true self and move 
to a higher vibrational level. Please wear white. 
704-896-3111. Meetup.com/TheNook/#calendar

An Afternoon Meditation with Singing Bowls and 
Gongs - 2:30-4pm. $20. Experience transformation 
as the bowls and gongs allow you to reach higher 
levels of consciousness. 704-523-0062. 401 E Ar-
rowood Rd. UnityofCharlotte.com

The Chakra Energy System - Intro to the Throat 
- $25. Understand the relationship between your 
consciousness and your body: Throat Chakra, make 
a Ginger and Spice Syrup. Hive Supplies for Arts & 
Living, 127 West Main Ave., Gastonia, NC 28052. 
704-860-5010. HiveGastonia.com.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 8
Reiki Level II with Holy Fire - 9am-6pm. $125. 
Learn Reiki Power, Emotional and Distance symbols, 
protecting from negative energy, Japanese techniques, 
sharing Reiki from a distance, and incorporating 
crystals and sound.  Receive initiations, hands-on 
practice, a manual, Certificate and ongoing teacher 
support. Concord Wellness Center, 9 Union St N, Ste 
300. Register: 704-654-7070 or AReikiPlace.com

Women’s Medicine Lodge - 1pm. $25. Traditional 
purification sweat lodge for women only led by Ja-
mie Allen, Sitting Hawk Woman. Register or details: 
jamie@EarthenMoon.com. Sacred Grove Retreat, 
15750 Mattons Grove Church Rd, Gold Hill, NC. 
EarthenMoon.com

Aloha Gathering - 1:30-3pm. $10 donation. Spiri-
tual growth topics bringing more Aloha into your 
daily life. 116 S Main St, Ste 202, Mooresville. 
Register 336-337-0223. AmandaToddPhd.com

Farm Hands Charlotte - 6-8pm. $25. Community 
centered micro-funding event to raise monday for 
Charlotte area farmers. Enjoy a local foods feast by 
modPALEO and local beers from Triple C Brewery. 
More info: info@farmhands.com. Triple C Brewery, 
2900 Griffith St, Charlotte. FarmHandsClt.com

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10
The Meditation for Peace Assembly - 7pm. Love 
offering. A group meditation for peace in our world 
that includes a short introduction and two 20 minute 
times of silent meditation. 704-523-0062. 401 E 
Arrowood Rd. UnityofCharlotte.org

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11 
SoulCollage® - 7-9pm. $10 first timers. Delve into 
your intuition to create a collage from magazine 
images with deep personal meaning. February theme 
is “Loving Yourself”. No artistic talent is needed and 
all supplies provided. Facilitated by Cindy Ballaro. 
4919 Monroe Rd. TheRespite.org

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13
Certified Advanced Reiki Training - 9:30am - 
6pm. $250. Receive initiation and master symbol to 
increase the strength of Reiki II symbols, practice 
master symbol in sessions, create a crystal grid to 
send continuous Reiki, learn Aura Clearing to re-
move energy blocks, practice Reiki meditations to 
strengthen your mind and improve focus.  Includes 
manual, Certificate, ongoing support and volunteer 
opportunities. Concord Wellness Center, 9 Union St 
N, Suite 300, Concord. AReikiPlace.com

Full Moon Shamanic Journey - 7:30pm. $20. A 
special level of consciousness to work with intui-
tive and spiritual guidance for healing, obtaining 
information and working through personal issues. 
HarmonyYogaNC.com 704-277-3887

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14
The Relationship Diary - 9am-4pm. $45. One day 
intensive with Janet Sussman on how to use personal 
journey work to strengthen and heal relationships. 
Step by step program. Resolve internal conflicts in 
relationships; discuss how our spiritual path influ-
ences our relationships; and how we can best be 
served through intimacy. Register 980-236-7026, 
Janet_Sussman@att.net; or TimePortalPubs.com

Rev June Hamilton, The Incredible Power of 
Potions - 10am-12pm. $25. A very powerful work-
shop for those seeking the knowledge of ceremonial 
process of making potions for healing, prosperity, 
attraction, angels and more. 704-896-3111. Meetup.
com/TheNook/#calendar

Intro to Shamanism and It’s Modern Day Usage 
with “Salem” - 1-3pm. $25. Take a trip around the 
Medicine Wheel. Connect with the four directions 
and The Guardians Enhance your spiritual growth. 
704-896-3111. Meetup.com/TheNook/#calendar. 
KentCookInstitute.com

Energy Healing Experience - 3-5pm. $5. Students 
of the Spiritual Healing program will practice Ener-
gy Healing. Come experience the healing powers of 
Alternative Modalities. Lead by Rev. June Hamilton. 
704-896-3111. Meetup.com/TheNook/#calendar. 
KentCookInstitute.com

Chakra Energy System - Third Eye/Brow Chakra 
- $25. Understand the relationship between your con-
sciousness and your body. We’ll learn about the Third 
Eye/Brow Chakra and create incense. Hive Supplies 
for Arts & Living, 127 West Main Ave., Gastonia, NC 
28052. 704-860-5010. HiveGastonia.com.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 16
Traditional Shamanic Journey - 7-8:30pm. $30. 
Robbie Warren, experienced in Shamanic Journey-
ing and teaching the shamanic path, will conduct the 
journey in a sacred and safe way. Breath Massage & 
Breathwork, 2901 N Davidson St, Unit 122. Limited 
space, must register. Robbie@OtterDance.com

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17
Group Hypnosis for Relationships - 10am-12pm 
or 7-9pm. $30. This group hypnosis with Linda 
Thunberg, MHt, will help you to achieve, maintain 
or enhance any or all of your relationships with 
yourself, your partner, your children, friends, family 
and the world. 19900 S Main St, Suite 5. Register: 
Classes@TranspersonalPower.com. meetup.com/
Our-Place-in-Cornelius/events

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18 
New Moon Crystal Peace Grid - 6:30-7:30pm. 
$10. Meditate focusing on a crystal grid created by 
the grou for new beginnings and peace. 116 S Main 
St, Ste 202, Mooresville. Register 336-337-0223. 
CrystalAttunement.com

Death Café - 7-8:30pm. $10. The concept of a Death 
Café is to bring a once taboo subject out into the 
open. We will cry, laugh, be provoked by other’s 
values and views and expand our own thinking in 
this experience. Dr. Lyndall Hare facilitator. The 
Respite, 4919 Monroe Rd. TheRespite.org
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19
Soul Widows Support Group - 11am-12:30pm. 
Free. For widows, 60 and younger, who have expe-
rienced the loss of their spouse or significant other.  
An intimate space to share grief through speaking 
and listening to each other’s stories. 4919 Monroe 
Rd, TheRespite.org

Bruno Groening Circle of Friends - 6:30-8:30pm. 
Free. Help and healing on the spiritual path. In the 
50’s, Bruno Groening exhibited an extraordinary 
healing ability and taught others how to receive it for 
themselves. Join us to experience this transformative 
energy for yourself. Details 704-491-7157. Unity of 
Charlotte, 401 E Arrowood Rd.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20
Harmony Yoga 200hr Teacher Training - 6pm. 
Gentle yet powerful postures combined with the 
nourishing, contemplative aspects of yoga offer an 
inner and outer transformational experience that will 
expand your personal practice or allow you to teach 
to a wide audience of students. HarmonyYogaNC.
com, 704-277-3887

Channeling with Sati - 6:30pm. $30. Attend a trance 
channeled group session with one of the country’s 
most accomplished channelers. The Master Teachers 
who come through will offer a unique topic based on 
the combined energies and spiritual needs of those in 
attendance. Questions at end of the session. 155 Joe 
Knox Ave, Mooresville. AhlaraInternational.com

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21
CelticStar Elemental Series: Fire Element - 
10am-5pm. $80. Students will participate in a Celtic 
Candle Meditation, fire releasing ceremony, and 
learn a Hawaiian Sun Chant to connect with the fire 
(Ahi/La) element. 116 S Main St, Ste 202, Moores-
ville. Register 336-337-0223. AmandaToddPhd.com

Intend, Create and Manifest Vision Board 
Workshop - 10am-12pm. $35. How are those New 
Year’s resolutions and changes coming along? About 
now you may have forgotten them or given them 
up. In this workshop, we will work to solidify and 
manifest what you really want for 2015. Our Place 
in Cornelius, 19900 S Main St, Suite 5. Register: 
Classes@TranspersonalPower.com.

An Evening of Transformational Music with 
Janet Sussman - 8-10pm. Love offering. Experi-
ence an evening of music that has the power to 
transform your life and offer depth insight into the 
nature of consciousness. Give yourself a gift that 
will support your highest personal and professional 
growth. RSVP required. More info: 980-236-7026 
or janet_sussman@att.net.

The Chakra Energy System - Intro to the Crown - 
$25. Understand the relationship between your con-
sciousness and your body. This week learn about the 
crown chakra and create a soy candle. Hive Supplies 
for Arts & Living, 127 West Main Ave., Gastonia, 
NC 28052. 704-860-5010. HiveGastonia.com.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23
Young Adult Support Group - 6:30-8pm. $25. 
Young adults, who have experienced the loss of a 
parent, will find a safe environment to share their 
grief and emotions around grief. This is an open 
group in which young adults can join at any time. 
Facilitated by Jes McFadden, LPC will focus on Ad-
olescent Therapy. 4919 Monroe Rd. TheRespite.org

Evening Soul Widows Support Group - 7-8:30pm. 
Free. For widows, 60 and younger, who have expe-
rienced the loss of their spouse or significant other.  
An intimate space to share grief through speaking 
and listening to each other’s stories. 4919 Monroe 
Rd, TheRespite.org

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25 
Sierra Club Central Piedmont Group Meeting - 
7pm. Free. Info on a variety of environmental topics. 
Pizza at 6:30pm. Open to public. Mahlon Adams 
Pavilion at Freedom Park, 2435 Cumberland Ave. 
CharlotteSierraClub.org. sierraclub.centpiedpublic-
ity@gmail.com

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27
Pranic Healing Course-Level 1 - 6-9pm Friday, 
9am-5pm Saturday Feb 28. $325. 5200 Park Rd, 
Suite 200A. 850-380-0561. pranichealingsouth@
gmail.com. PranicHealingandWellness.com

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28
Crystal and Stones Energy Work - 9am-6pm. 
$111. Learn how to incorporate your stones into 
energy work sessions on the body and in grids 
around the body. 116 S Main St, Ste 202, Moores-
ville. Register 336-337-0223. AmandaToddPhd.com

Reiki Kids - 9:30am (ages 6-9), 2pm (ages 10-13). 
$50. Children will learn about Reiki energy, the 
aura field, chakra energy centers, and how to give 
a treatment to themselves, family and pets in a 
fun, interactive environment. Children receive the 
Level I initiation to activate Reiki energy.  Includes 
Certificate and manual. Our Place, 19900 S. Main 
St, Ste 5, Cornelius. Register at AReikiPlace.com

The Companion Suit: A SoulCollage Workshop
- 9:30am-4pm. $95 (includes supplies). This suit 
holds the animal totems, or power animals that corre-
spond with the seven major chakras. These animals 
are discovered through guided imagery, meditation 
or shamanic drumming. Elemental Healing Creative 
Arts Studio. Register 704-807-3635 or MWyche@
carolina.rr.com. ElementalHealingCharlotte.com

Intro to Get Your Small Business Online - 10am-
12pm. $25. Business, marketing specialist Kathie 
Aldum repeats this beginner workshop on how to 
market yourself, easily and free. On-going Wednes-
day afternoon classes. 704-896-3111. Meetup.com/
TheNook/#calendar. KentCookInstitute.com

Pranic Psychotherapy Course - 6-9pm Saturday, 
9am-7pm Sunday Mar 1. $325.  5200 Park Rd, Suite 
200A. 850-380-0561. pranichealingsouth@gmail.
com. PranicHealingCharlotte.com.

Longstitch Book  - $150. The scent of the leather 
and the rustle of pages combine to make a Book 
Lover’s dream! Join us and learn the basics of 
long stitch book binding. Hive Supplies for Arts & 
Living, 127 West Main Ave., Gastonia, NC 28052. 
704-860-5010. HiveGastonia.com.
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sunday
Yoga Basics - 8:15am. $15. Learn yoga poses and 
proper alignment in a relaxed, non-competitive set-
ting. Learn yogic fundamentals and develop a solid 
yoga foundation. If you are a practicing yogi, this 
class can help you refine your alignment or work 
through injury. 600 Towne Centre Blvd, Pineville. 
704-835-1011. IThriveYoga.net

Unity of Charlotte Sunday Celebration Service 
- 10:30am.  Open minds, open hearts, open doors 
describes this spiritual community. We offer classes 
throughout the week and a vibrant and joyous Sun-
day Celebration Service with terrific music and 
inspiring messages. 401 E Arrowood Rd. 704-523-
0062. UnityofCharlotte.org.

Unity Center for Spiritual Living Sunday Service 
- 10:30am. Led by spiritual leader, Rev Rebecca 
Nagy. A non-denominational spiritual community, 
grounded in the universal truth teachings of new 
thought and ageless wisdom.Services followed by 
Master Mind and Fellowship in Unity House. 7300 
Mallard Creek Rd. 704-599-1180. UCFSL@att.net. 
UnityCenterforSpiritualLiving.org

Unity Church of Lake Norman - 11am. Begin 
2015 by joining spiritual seekers who are curious, 
open-minded & accepting. Unity honors all paths to 
God & helps people discover & live their spiritual 
potential & purpose. 19900 S Main St #5, Cornelius. 
704-267-5498. UnityLakeNorman.org

QiGong Sundays - 1-2pm. $20/class or $40/mo. 
The most advanced “moving” meditation class in 
Charlotte. Three Traditions combined for health, 
confidence and great QiGong energy. Register: 704-
993-8321 or JiYad7@gmail.com. Elemental Healing 
Library. CharlotteReflexology.com

Sutra based Deep Stretch - 4:30pm. $15. Open 
your mind and your joints with deep stretch. Poses 
are held for 3 minutes to allow the muscles, tendons 
and ligaments to stretch and open up. During the 
stretches, participate or listen to discussion of vari-
ous Yoga Sutras. 600 Towne Centre Blvd, Pineville. 
704-835-1011. IThriveYoga.net

monday
Monday Morning Meditation - 9-9:50am.$5. 
Beginner or advanced in the art of meditation, this 
period of stillness may be just what you need to start 
each week with a happy sigh. 19621 W Catawba 
Ave, Cornelius, NC. 704-896-3111. meetup.com/
TheNook/#calendar

Psychic Development/Mental Mediumship for 
Beginners - 10:30am-12pm. $20. 3rd & 10th. 
Curious about Psychic Development? Interested 
in learning the power of working with your Spirit 
Guides? This class is a great place to start. 19621 
W Catawba Ave, Cornelius, NC. 704-896-3111. 
meetup.com/TheNook/#calendar

ongoingevents
Therapeutic Yoga - 5:30-6:45pm. $10 1st class; $15 
drop in; $70/5 classes; $120/10 classes. Join Tesia 
Love, RYT/AHP for a class specifically designed 
to address anxiety, depression and chronic stress. 
Register: 704-560-2903 or tesialove@gmail.com. 
Elemental Healing, 5200 Park Rd, Movement 
Room. TesiaLove.com

Ashtanga Improvisation with Amynthas Franco
- 4:15pm. $15. Intro to the Ashtanga Primary Series 
and prepare you for Franco’s Mysore program at our 
sister studio, Okra. Take your practice to the next 
level in 2015. 600 Towne Centre Blvd, Pineville. 
704-835-1011. IThriveYoga.net

Basic Watercolor Techniques - 6-9pm. $170. 
Mondays Feb 9-Apr 13. Learn to paint with water-
color this spring at CPCC. Register: 704-330-4223. 
Myers Park High School. CPCC.edu/cce/personal-
enrichment

Group Exercise Instructor National Registra-
tion - 6:30-8pm. $700. Mondays & Wednesdays, 
Feb 2-Apr 1. Learn to lead group exercise classes 
in just 9 weeks. Register: 704-330-4223. CPCC 
Levine Campus, Matthews. CPCC.edu/cce/
personal-enrichment

Carolina Shag - 7-8:30pm. $110. Mondays, Feb 
2-Mar 23. Learn Carolina Shag, one of the most 
popular dances in the Carolinas. Register: 704-330-
4223. CPCC Levine Campus, Matthews. CPCC.edu/
cce/personal-enrichment

Psychic Development/Mental Mediumship for 
Beginners - 6:30-8pm. Feb 2, 9. $20. 3rd & 10th. 
Curious about Psychic Development? Interested 
in learning the power of working with your Spirit 
Guides? This class is a great place to start. 19621 
W Catawba Ave, Cornelius, NC. 704-896-3111. 
meetup.com/TheNook/#calendar

Pearl Divers: Women’s Interdimensional Jour-
neying group - 7:30pm. Feb 9, 23. Love Offering. 
Open to new members for 2015. Group has been 
meeting for 2 years and is dedicated to exploring 
interdimensional traveling utilizing music, sound 
and guided meditation. Contact Janet Sussman, 
spiritual consultant for more info. Prerequisite: Read 
Timeshift: The Experience of Dimensional Change. 
980-236-7026. janet.sussman@att.net

Integrative Yoga for Deep Relaxation - 7pm. Free 
class for first timers. Breathing techniques, gentle 
poses. aromatherapy, massage and meditation to 
peacefully bring you into the present moment. All 
levels, beginners welcome. 704-277-3887 or Har-
monyYogaNC.com.

Oneness Blessing - 7pm. Love offering. 1st and 
3rd Mon. Non-denominational experience that 
transfers physical energy, awakening our connec-
tion with the oneness in everything, allowing each 
of us to deepen our relationship with others and 
our creator. 401 E. Arrowood Road. 704-523-0062, 
UnityOfCharlotte.org.

tuesday

Gentle Restorative Yoga – 9:30-11am. Free class 
for first timers. Release muscular and mental tension 
with flowing poses and breath, as well as restorative 
postures using props for deep joint opening. 704-
277-3887. HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Meditation for Peace & Illumination - 12pm. $8 
(donate $20 and receive a meditation CD). Start 
2015 with a meditation practice. Health, inner peace, 
world peace. 5200 Park Rd, Ste 200A. phealing.
anne@gmail.com. 704-287-8813. PranicHeal-
ingCharlotte.com

Numerology Certification Level I - 1:30-3pm. 
$225. Feb 14, 24. This 6 week course empow-
ers you to understand life paths, character, rela-
tions and more. 704-896-3111. Meetup.com/
TheNook/#calendar

The Rabbit Hole - 4:30-6pm. $10. This women’s 
discussion group has been ongoing for 19 years. 
Explore deep mysteries and creative processes of 
life, art and spirit. New participants welcome. 1134 
Charlotte Ave, Rock Hill, SC. 803-493-1192. Dot-
tie@DottieMoore.com

Restorative Yoga - 6:30-7:30pm.  $15. These 
classes will focus on creating a place to release, 
revitalize and relax as we focus on meditative 
breathing practices, positive mantras and healing 
postures. Beginner-friendly. Led by Cat Babbie. 
4919 Monroe Rd, TheRespite.org

Guided Meditation with Joyce Marie Sheldon - 
6:30pm. Experience a tranquil journey to The City 
of White-an angel-inspired angel meditation. The 
center of the meditation is a healing of mind, body 
and spirit-a releasing of the tension and anxiety that 
can consume us and detract from living a centered 
and fulfilling life. 155 Joe Knox Ave, Mooresville. 
AhlaraInternational.com

Letter Writing-Revealing a Lost Art in Today’s 
Fast Paced World - 7-9pm. $110. Tuesdays Feb 10-
Mar 24. Hone your writing skills and rediscover the 
lost art of writing letters. Register: 704-330-4223. 
CPCC Levine Campus, Matthews. CPCC.edu/cce/
personal-enrichment

Dance Basics - 7-8:15pm. $110. Tuesdays, Feb 
3-Mar 31. Dance the night away as you learn to 
Foxtrot, Waltz, Cha-Cha and Swing. Register 704-
330-4223. CPCC Central Campus. CPCC.edu/cce/
personal-enrichment

Group Remote Sunpoint - 8:30-10pm. Feb 10, 17. 
$35. Via teleconference from Charlotte, NC. Start 
the new year off right. Clarify your deepest aspira-
tions for health, wealth and spiritual advancement. 
More info: 980-236-7026 or Janet_Sussman@att.
net. Register online: TimePortalPubs.com
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wednesday
Guided Meditation with Joyce Marie Sheldon - 
9:30am. Experience a tranquil journey to The City 
of White-an angel-inspired angel meditation. The 
center of the meditation is a healing of mind, body 
and spirit-a releasing of the tension and anxiety that 
can consume us and detract from living a centered 
and fulfilling life. 155 Joe Knox Ave, Mooresville. 
AhlaraInternational.com

PE Calvert Guided Meditation & Automatic 
Writing - 10:30am-12pm. $20. This class will align 
your intuition, Spirit Guides and Source. Become 
empowered and then more empowered, explor-
ing consciousness.  704-896-3111. meetup.com/
TheNook/#calendar

The School of Spirituality presents a Series on 
Jesus’ Lost Teachings on Women - 10:30am-12pm. 
Love Donation. This series is about the right to be 
who you are, whether you are in a male or female 
body. The leaders of the early church did not ac-
cept this message and Jesus’ teaching on women 
has been lost.  704-523-0062. 401 E Arrowood Rd. 
UnityofCharlotte.org

Restorative Flow Yoga -5:30 & 7pm. Breathing 
techniques, gentle poses. aromatherapy, massage 
and meditation to peacefully bring you into the 
present moment. All levels, beginners welcome. 
704-277-3887 or HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Tai Chi for Health - 7-8pm. $45. Wednesdays, 
Feb 4-Mar 11. Improve strength, balance and 
coordination in this intro to Tai Chi. Register: 
704-330-4223. Myers Park High School. CPCC.
edu/cce/personal-enrichment

The Creative Soul - 8:30-10pm. $35/class. Feb 4, 
11, 18, 25. Explore the super-conscious creative pro-
cess with author, musician and spiritual consultant, 
Janet Sussman. Start the New Year with the intention 
of awakening the self-orginating voice. Develop 
confidence to articulate messages that spring directly 
from the heart/mind. Register/Info: 980-236-7026. 
Janet_Sussman@att.net. TimePortalPubs.com

thursday
A Course in Miracles - 9:30am. Freewill offering. 
A transformative ongoing study group open to all. 
Where philosophy, psychology, and religion end, A 
Course in Miracles begins. 401 E. Arrowood Road. 
704-523-0062, UnityOfCharlotte.org.

Psychic Development /Mental Mediumship - 
10:30am-12pm & 6:30-8pm.  $20. Explore and 
expand the depth of your own skills and gifts, 
journey into another realm, working with your 
Guides. Mediumship practiced. 19621 W Catawba 
Ave, Cornelius, NC.  704-896-3111. meetup.com/
TheNook/#calendar

Laughter Yoga - 6-7pm. $10. Feb 5, 19. Join us 
for fun and laughter. It’s good for your mood, great 
for your health and so easy no experience is neces-
sary. Bring yoga mat or blanket. Laughter-Master 
Howard Carver. 704-699-6670. Elemental Healing 
movement room. 

Reiki Share - 7pm. 2nd & 4th Thursdays. Love 
Offering. Share in the loving gift of Reiki energy. 
Facilitated by Usui Reiki Master, Catherine 
Reed. 401 E. Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062, 
UnityofCharlotte.org.

Meditation on Twin Hearts - 7pm. $10-20. Experi-
ence inner peace, reduce stress, increase wellness 
and spirituality. 5200 Park Rd, Bldg 1, Ste 200A. 
850-380-0561 PranicHealingSouth@gmail.com.. 
PranicHealingCharlotte.com

friday
Sun & Moon Flow- 5:30pm. $15. Warm up with 
dynamic vinyasa flow to encourage the opening of 
all major components of the body. Next, practice 
standing, twists and balancing postures to build 
strength and flexibility. Finishing with floor postures 
to cultivate a deep relaxation and ultimate stress 
releif. 600 Towne Centre Blvd, Pineville. 704-835-
1011. IThriveYoga.net

Candlelight Yoga with Tibetan Bowls - 7pm. $10 
($5 members). Join us the first Friday every month 
for a candlelight flow class set to live and enchanting 
music of Andrew van Blarcomb’s magnificent sing-
ing bowls that create waves of vibration that align 
your chakras and create a deep state of union with 
your practice. 600 Towne Centre Blvd, Pineville. 
704-835-1011. IThriveYoga.net

RYT200 Therapeutic Yoga Foundations - 6:30-
9pm, Saturday 8:30am-5:30pm, Sunday 8:30am-
4:30pm. 10 weekends through November. $2195 
($1995 by 2/15). A professional certification and 
transformation program to heal physical/emotional 
suffering, develop mindfulness skills, learn medita-
tion and manage stress. Elemental Healing Com-
munity/Movement Room. Register 980-322-4518 
or SubtleYogaCharlotte.com

saturday
Integrative Yoga for Deep Relaxation - 8:30 & 
10:15am. Breathing techniques, gentle poses. aro-
matherapy, massage and meditation to peacefully 
bring you into the present moment.  704-277-3887 
or HarmonyYogaNC.com.

Home Staging Basics - 10am-12pm Feb 21, Mar 
7, 9am-1pm Feb 28. $95. Learn to create a fresh, 
inviting environment for your home. Register: 
704-330-4223. CPCC Levine Campus, Matthews. 
CPCC.edu/cce/personal-enrichment
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ACUPUNCTURE

GREEN CROSS ACUPUNCTURE
Dr. Eddie Choi, L.Ac., OMD 
6404 Carmel Rd., Suite 202,  
Charlotte, (704) 540-6900 
GCAcupuncture.com

Offering Acupuncture, Chinese 
Herbal Medicine, Japanese style 
needle skills and alternative health 
services to provide the highest 
standard of health enhancement. 
See ad page 29.

EMPOWER LIFE CENTER 
Camilo Sanchez, L. Ac, MOM, MQG 
(704) 542-8088 
EmpowerLifeCenter.com

With 24 years of clinical and 
teaching experience in acupuncture 
and Chinese medicine, Camilo’s 
expertise is to identify the root 
cause of your health concerns. 
Specializing in the treatment of 
pain conditions, women’s health, 

digestive disorders, sports injuries, stress and chronic 
diseases. Camilo also teaches authentic Chen Tai Chi, 
QiGong and Taoist yoga. 

WANG’S ACUPUNCTURE & 
HERBAL CLINIC
Dr.’s Jeffrey Wang & Mary Ren, DOM, L.Ac 
(704) 968-0351 
BallantyneAcupuncture.com

 Acupuncture & herbal experts 
and professors from China with 
31 years clinical experience 
now serving Rock Hill, South 
Carolina and Charlotte.

ALLERGY

ALLERGY DESENSITIZATION / 
ALLERCEASE TM
Dr A. I. Cushing D.D., D.Ch.CNC
1341 E. Morehead St. Suite 102
(704) 776-4185
doctorc@theholisticdoctorisin.com

Founder and developer of 
Allercease TM, Dr Cushing 
r a p i d l y,  s a f e l y  a n d  n o n 
invasively identifies exactly 
what you are reacting to and can 
desensit ize you to almost 
anything, foods chemicals, 
pests, dust, mold. 35 Years 

experience. See ad page 7.

AYURVEDA

AYURVEDIC HEALTH COUNSELOR
Lisa Moore
704-277-3887
HarmonyYogaNC.com

Education/support on food  and lifestyle from a 
wholistic system of medicine that uses a constitutional 
model  individualized for each person’s elemental 
make-up. Workshops and consultations help to 
enhance digestion, promote detoxification, reduce 
stress and increase the connection between the mind 
and the body. See ad page xx.

CLEANING

ECO-FRIENDLY 
CLEANING SERVICES
Maria, madacony@hotmail.com
Serving the Charlotte area
(704) 807-1911

We lovingly clean your 
home using all non-toxic 
cleaning products! Lo-
cally owned and operated 
with over 14 years experi-
ence. Call Maria for a Free 
Estimate. References 

Available Upon Request. 

COLONICS

CHARLOTTE COLON 
HYDROTHERAPY
Paul & Catherine Simard 
942 W Hill Street, Charlotte NC 28208 
CharlotteColonHydrotherapy.com 
(704) 858-4802

Get Healthy with Colonics! 
B eg i n  y o u r  j o u r n ey  t o 
wellness in a safe, clean and 
professional environment. 
Since 1994. Certified and 
member of I-ACT. Uptown 
Charlotte.

DETOXIFICATION

DETOX YOU
Aleesha K. Ashlie
(704) 995-5337
aashlie@windstream.net
DetoxesYou.com 

Optimize health & recovery! Cleanse every cell 
in your body. Experience more energy, boosted 
immune system, quicker recovery from allergies, 
athletics, illness, surgery, and more. See ad page 24.

Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in our 
community. To find out how you can be included in the Community Re-
source Guide email ads@awakeningcharlotte.com to request our media kit.

EDUCATION

CPCC CORPORATE AND  
CONTINUING EDUCATION
(704) 330-4223
cpcc.edu/ccc

Invest in yourself. Explore new topics or refresh 
skills. Personal enrichment offerings include fitness, 
creative and performing arts, recreation, wellness, 
home and garden and more. See ad page 37. 

ENERGY HEALING

BIJA TREE
A School for Higher Learning
Learn, Heal, Grow
Dr. Kenneth Williams and Connie Williams  
M.Ed. Bijatree@gmail.com 
850-380-0561

Educational opportunities to 
facili tate greater health, 
conscious living, and spiritual 
development. Enroll in courses 
on Spirituality, Meditation, 
Yoga and Pranic Healing. Some 
c o u r s e s  o f f e r  C E  h r s .  

Curriculum options at BijaTree.com. See ad page 35. 

FITNESS

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and 
Meditation. Traditional and 
authentic classes 7 days a week. 
Ta k e  c o n t r o l  o f  y o u r  
fitness, stress reduction, healing 
and self-defense. Programs for 
kids aged 3 and up through 
senior citizens. See ad page 2.

communityresourceguide
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GIFT SHOPS

FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP
Marie Hadden
2621 Weddington Road
(704) 291-9393
Free Spirit Gift Shop on Facebook

Come experience all the 
peace and joy a spiri-
tual shop can offer. We 
offer a wide variety of 
items for your enjoy-
ment. Now offering 
Shamanic Readings 
and Shamanic Jour-
neys. See ad page 37.

HEALTHY GREEN HOMES

BIODWELL HEALTHY GREEN 
HOMES AND SPACES
Kristina Carlet, LEED Green Associate, 
Certified Building Biologist
(704) 858 0397
biodwell@yahoo.com, biodwell.org

Heal your home! Biodwell 
helps you improve the air you 
breathe, adopt beneficial 
products and materials into 
your home, and establish a 
favorable electromagnetic 
energy into your everyday life. 
See ad page 31. 

HERBALIST

CAROLINAS NATURAL  
HEALTH CENTER 
Dr. Dave Hamilton, N.D.
1114 Sam Newell Road, Suite A
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Specia l iz ing  in  botanica l 
medicine, family medicine, pain 
management ,  and c l in ical 
nutrition. Dr. Dave uses these 
modalities to best individualize 
patient care. Call for your free 
consultation. See ad page 6.

HOLISTIC CENTER
AHLARA INTERNATIONAL 
155 Joe V. Knox Ave., Mooresville 
(704) 662-0946 
AhlaraInternational.com

Ahla ra  In t e r-
national is Lake 
Norman’s premier 
spa, boutique, and 
Center for Yoga 
a n d  P i l a t e s . 
The holistic en-
vironment offers 

highly qualified and dedicated practitioners, healers, 
teachers and lecturers. See ad page 31.

HYPNOTHERAPY

TRANSPERSONAL POWER, LLC
Linda M. Thunberg, MHt 
19900 S. Main St, , Suite 5 Cornelius 
Elemental Healing - 5200 Park Rd. 
TranspersonalPower.com
(704) 237-3561

Transpersonal Hypnotherapy
allows you to go beyond the
ego, bringing Spirit into your
therapeutic session. Group or
individual sessions with Linda 
Thunberg, Certified Master 
Transpersonal Hypnotherapist. 
Weight Loss, Stress, Relation-

ship Issues, Self Esteem, Self Image, Soul Advance-
ment, Regressions, Life Progressions. See ad page 43.

MARTIAL ARTS

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866, ThePeacefulDragon.com

Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and 
Meditation. Traditional and 
authentic classes 7 days a week. 
Ta k e  c o n t r o l  o f  y o u r 
fitness, stress reduction, healing 
and self-defense. Programs for 
kids aged 3 and up, through 
senior citizens. See ad page 2.

NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN

CAROLINAS NATURAL 
HEALTH CENTER
Dr. Michael Smith, N.D.
Dr. Dave Hamilton, N.D.
1114 Sam Newell Road, Suite A
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

 
Diabetes, Depression, Digestive Disorders, Anxiety 
ADHD. Charlotte’s only doctors specializing in 
homeopathy. We focus on treating YOU to uncover 
the cause of your health condition and empower 
you to better health! Call for your free consultation. 
See ad page 6.

DR. DAVE HAMILTON, N.D.
1114 Sam Newell Road, Suite A
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
CarolinasNaturalHealth.com

Diabetes, Depression, Digestive 
Disorders, Anxiety ADHD. 
C h a r l o t t e ’s  o n l y  d o c t o r s 
specializing in homeopathy. We 
focus on treating YOU to uncover 
the  cause  o f  your  hea l th 
condition and empower you to 
better health! Call for your free 

consultation. See ad page 6.

CHERIE MINETTE, ND, MPH
Naturopathic Health
218 E Tremont Ave, Ste B
(704) 414-0380
DrMinette.com

Are your medications making you 
sick?  Dr. Chérie Minette uses 
natural therapies to treat a wide 
range of  heal th concerns, 
including: allergies, depression, 
anxiety, reflux, menopause, 
irritable bowel, acne, sinusitis, 
attention disorder, yeast infections, 

and much more. Safe and effective treatments, 
without side effects. See ad page 29.
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PSYCHIC

SPIRITUAL PSYCHIC MEDIUM
Heidi E. Kent
(423) 300-8618 
HeidisReadings.com

Heidi E. Kent, co-director of the Nook 
Cornelius, is a certified psychic 
medium, spiritual communicator, 
numerologist, palmist, relationship 
counselor and metaphysical teacher. 
Heidi also conducts spiritual 
weddings. See ad page 15.

REV. JENNIFER WILLIAMS
(704) 327-4119
Rev.jennifer@thefoundationofinnerstrength.com
Rev.jenniferwilliams.com

       Intuitive consultant offering 
in person, phone, video or 
text psychic mirror readings, 
intuitive counseling and 
psych ic  par t i es .  Also 
professional services to the 
metaphysical /  hol is t ic 
communities.

REIKI

A REIKI LIFE TREATMENT & 
TRAINING CENTER
5200 Park Rd., Suite 105
Charlotte, NC 28209
(704) 996-4079
AReikiLife.com 

Offering Reiki treatment for adults, 
c h i l d r e n  a n d  a n i m a l s ; 
comprehensive Reiki educational 
p r o g r a m s ;  a n d  N C B T M B 
continuing education.  Nancy Bunt, 
founder & director, has over 19 
years of experience with Reiki in 
both clinical settings and private 

practice; as well as an extensive background in 
mind-body wellness. See ad page 27.

REFLEXOLOGY

CHARLOTTE REFLEXOLOGY 
5200 Park Rd., Suite 111 
Yadi Alamin  
(704) 993-8321, jiyad7@gmail.com 
CharlotteReflexology.com 

   Eastern Traditional Healing 
Arts offering Noninvasive 
Acupuncture, Reflexology, 
Oriental Massage, Scar Tis-
sue Removal and QiGong 
(Yellow Dragon System). 

 
 
 

FACIAL REFLEXOLOGY 
5200 Park Rd., Suite 111 
Joi Abraham, (314) 761-6166 
CharlotteReflexology.com

   Look younger without drugs, 
chemicals or injections! Facial 
Reflexology is the natural way 
to  give the skin a lift. $75 for a 
30min session.

SHAMANISM

AMANDA J. TODD, PHD
(336) 337-0223
amandatoddphd@gmail.com
AmandaToddphd.com

Sharing Aloha and Knowledge.  
CelticStar Mystery School; 
retreats to Hawaii and spiritual 
h i k e s  i n  A p p a l a c h i a n 
Mountains; Huna and Crystal 
classes as well as shamanic 
study groups.   See ad page 31. 

ROBBIE WARREN,  
OTTER WOMAN STANDING 
Spiritual Guide and Ceremonialist 
(704) 904-4953
robbie@OtterDance.com

Guidance, Ceremonies and 
healing steeped in traditions 
of ancient Shamanism. Work-
ing with Spirit Guides and 
Ancestors, Robbie brings 
clarity and perspective to situ-

ations that create confusion and dis-ease.

SPIRITUAL CENTERS

UNITY OF CHARLOTTE 
Senior Minister, Rev. Nancy Ennis 
401 E. Arrowood Road 
(704) 523-0062 
UnityOfCharlotte.org

Unity features a vibrant,  
joyous Sunday Celebration 
Service at 10:30am with 
terrific music, inspiring 
messages and a  warm, 
welcoming spiritual com-
munity. Offering classes and 
workshops throughout the 

week with activities that support your health, wellness 
and spiritual journey. Welcome Home! See page 35.

SPIRITUAL CONSULTANT 

JANET SUSSMAN
Intuitive Consultation
(980) 236-7026
janet_sussman@att.net
timeportalpubs.com

Founder of the Sunpoint™ method 
of energy balancing & realignment, 
transformational musician, & author. 
Over 30 yrs experience working with 
adults & children focusing on life 
purpose, creativity, personal 
relationships, and the challenges of 

the spiritual quest. Ongoing classes, workshops & 
transformational music concerts. See ad page 28.

TAI CHI/QIGONG

EMPOWER LIFE CENTER
Camilo Sanchez, L. Ac, MOM
(704) 542-8088 
EmpowerLifeCenter.com

Learn authentic Chen Tai Chi and 
Taoist Elixir Qigong under the 
guidance of 20th generation Master 
Instructor Lao Shi, Camilo 
Sanchez, L. Ac, MOM. Tai Chi has 
been called the “Perfect exercise” 
for mind/body wellness. Promote 

fitness, improve health, relieve pain, boost energy, 
reduce stress & learn self defense skills. 

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd,HWY 160  
(704) 504-8866
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Reduce stress, boost energy and 
develop top physical and 
spiritual well-being! Learn 
authentic and traditional tai chi 
and qigong at Charlotte’s #1 
school for martial arts and 
health arts. See ad page 2.
-
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VETERINARIAN

ATRIUM ANIMAL HOSPITAL
Dr. Kim Hombs, DVM, CVA, CVCH, CTui-Na
6520 McMahon Drive, (704) 542-2000
AtriumAnimalHospital.com

The most comprehensive Holistic/
Integrative Animal Medicine Practice 
in the Charlotte region. Alternative 
vaccine approaches, double certified 
acupuncturist and herbalist, offering 
cold and class 4 laser, TCM food 
t h e r a p y,  Tu i - n a ,  A n i m a l 

Rehabilitation with underwater treadmill. See ad pg 33.

CHARLOTTE NATURAL  
ANIMAL CLINIC 
James Schacht, DVM
2123 E. 7th Street, (980) 819-7402
CharlotteNaturalAnimal.com

Charlotte’s only animal clinic devoted 
solely to natural, holistic care for 
animals. With 25 years experience, 
Dr. James Schacht, DVM, offering 
wellness exams, vaccination 
alternatives, homeopathic treatment 
of chronic illness and natural flea and 

tick control. See ad page 31.

WATER

ALKALINE WATER CHARLOTTE 
@Migun Wellness Charlotte
9105-B Pineville Matthews Road
(704) 540-4848
MigunCharlotte.com 
AlkalineWaterCharlotte.com

Alkaline Ionized 
Water by the 
gallon. Stop by 
to learn more 

about this healthy water and also experience a free 
far-infrared acupressure massage on one of Migun’s 
award winning multi-functional physical therapy tables.  
Experience the benefits from Migun’s Far Infrared 
Sauna, Detox Footbath or PEMF Therapy.  See ad pg 34.

WEIGHT LOSS

RENEW NATURAL  
WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM 
through Carolinas Natural Health Center
RenewWeightLoss.com
Contact: Susan McKinney
(704) 708-4437

A  n a t u r a l  a n d 
sustainable weight 
loss program that will 
guide and teach you 
how to create a new 
balanced l i fes tyle 
t h r o u g h  h e a l t h y 

eating. Offices located in Matthews and South Park. 
See ad page 6.

WELLNESS CENTER

HAAS WELLNESS CENTER
Dr. Kenneth Haas, Chiropractic Physician
3315 Springbank Lane, Charlotte, NC  
(704) 837-2420
HaasWellnessCenter.com

As wellness practitioners 
we focus on holistic care 
as well as chronic and 
difficult cases. We look 
forward to working on 
solutions, and helping to 
implement those changes 
in your life. Call for your 

free consultation! See ad page 5.

YOGA

HARMONY YOGA
Lisa Moore, Registered Yoga Teacher 
(704) 277-3887 
HarmonyYogaNC.com

Yoga sends a signal to every cell 
of your body to relax, calming 
racing thoughts and clarifying
your spirit. Small classes in a 
quiet, nurturing space overlook-
ing nature. Gentle poses and 
brea thwork  for  a l l  l eve l s . 

Beginners always welcome. See ad page 13.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON
12610 Steele Creek Rd, HWY 160 
Charlotte, NC 
(704) 504-8866 
ThePeacefulDragon.com

Authentic yoga for health, self-
cultivation and enlightenment. 
Using postures and methods 
practiced for centuries in the 
Shaolin and Taoist traditions of 
China. See ad page 2.

TAROT

TAROT WITH A TWIST
Karen Yoder
(704) 771-9571
Karen@TarotWithATwist.com 
TarotWithATwist.com

Tarot and Crystal Reading, Energy 
Work and Intuitive Business Coach-
ing either face-face or distance. 
Private parties for all readings, and 
workshops on crystals and pendu-
lums. See ad page 41.

-

TAROLOGIST
Gina Spriggs
(704) 846-0217
GinaSpriggs.Guru

  Holistic Intuitive. Intuitive 
Development Mentor. Business 
Coach for Professional Intuitives.
Private Readings. Energy Work.  

VEGAN/VEGETARIAN

NOURISH
Info@NourishCharlotte.com
(704) 448-FOOD (3663)
NourishCharlotte.com

Exquisitely healthy, 
delicious, locally sourced, 
super clean, vegan/veg food 
. . . delivered? It’s not too 
good to be true; it’s 
Nourish! We are Charlotte’s 
only vegan/veg prepared 

food delivery service, with a weekly menu that is at least 
80% organic/pesticide-free & gluten/processed-sugar 
free. Order online once/week; receive delivery to your 
home or office the following week. Serving Charlotte, 
Huntersville, Cornelius, Davidson. See ad page 33.
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